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The tape begins with the witness

speaking.

A. Well our town was called r4INDEJETZ and MINDEJETZ

its translation would be Between The Rivers little

town between the rivers. And we had really very

large Jewish population you know --

10 Q. Where is MINDEJETZ

11 A. MINDEJETZ well its in

12 Q. What part of Poland

13 A. Closer to Russia. And what shall say

14 Q. What kind of town was it What did it look like

15 A. Well it looked well we had lots of rivers there

16 is two. It was very industrial little town. We

17 had lots the main industry was lets see how do

18 you call those brushes still made brushes. We had

19 lot of factories you know brush factories. And

20 the brushes what you made is we made it from pure

21 pig the pig from the pig you see

22 Q. Pig hair.

23 A. Pig hair yes pig hair.

24 Q. From boar maybe

25 A. Mostly from pig hair. Then you know some brushes



they were for painting think from different

animal. But this went to lot of chemical you

know

Q. Processing

A. Processing that is right. And lots and lots of

work. You had to do you know it had to do with

your you know by hand not you know with

machinery.

Q. Well what was your family like What did your

10 family do

11 A. My father was affiliated with fur. Dad used to buy

12 and sell you see.

13 Q. He didnt make

14 No. Yes he and also we -- that was another

15 branch of you know sheepskin. We used to buy

16 sheepskin and we had girls they made the garments

17 you see. We sewed it sewing it and some embroidery

18 was going into it.

19 Q. Did they do that at your house

20 A. No no not at our house. Daddy had this you know

21 like you know those women they used to this was

22 profession you see and dad used to pay them you

23 know for doing it.

24 Q. His name was Greenstein right

25 A. Yeah Greenstein. My mothers maiden name was



Eisenberg.

Q. Oh.

A. Yeah. And my mother comes from also big family

and she was the only girl that is right.

Q. So your mother was the only child or the only girl

A. No no she was the only girl. believe so. And

then most of the brothers she had quite few

brothers. And from my mothers side there are few

Survivors. met you know have three cousins.

10 That means from one brothers three children survived

11 also.

12 And speaking again about our home town it

13 was really very very on high level would say

14 as far as the youth the Jewish youth was in very

15 high level.

16 Q. What do you mean

17 A. As far as how shall say culture culture very

18 cultural. It was cultural town but the Jewish life

19 was very very on the high level in our home town

20 because it was really we probably had more Jews than

21 Gentiles in our home town. And since it was

22 industrial we had mostly you know people working

23 and they made you know good wages and they dressed

24 nice so when it used to come Sabbath at home we

25 strolled you take strolls you know you walk



through the streets. So the Goyum used to say in

translation from Polish its our street and your

buildings yes. And it was we had nice life

mean would say as far as

Q. What was your house like

A. The house we had living room and we had big

bedroom huge bedroom which my parents were

sleeping there you know. And me and my sister we

shared it was big couch its double couch

10 huge one. We slept on the couch. And my brothers

11 slept on the couch in the living room.

12 Q. What were their names

13 A. My brothers name was GIDALIA.

14 Q. And your sisters name

15 A. Maria. She is in England.

16 Q. Do you remember what your parents looked like or can

17 you remember them vividly

18 A. Oh sure.

19 Q. What were their names

20 A. My name was MUSH-A-LAYVA. You carry the

21 name of my father. And my mothers name was Regina.

22 Q. What were they like

23 A. Well they were very good looking couple very good

24 looking. My father was dark haired curly pig tail

25 and Roman nose yes. And had very beautiful



voice for singing. And my mother was beautiful

lady also dark and curly hair.

Q. Short

A. Medium medium. Both you know my father was very

tall people my father was taller than my mother but

not very tall.

Q. Do you remember any characteristics they had or

anything like that things that made them different

from other people

10 A. Well really dont know about it.

11 Q. remember you used to tell me sayings that your

12 mother used to have --

13 A. Oh yes my mother was very smart woman. Now

14 looking back can see she was very wise and she had

15 always saying for everything you know.

16 Q. What were some of the sayings

17 A. And like you know oh my life you know always go

18 back when you fell down she used to tell me always

19 well look always down then you be on top. When you

20 look down you will be on top. That kind of you

21 know help me lot in life.

22 Q. And remember you used to tell me the whole world is

23 on the tip of your tongue your mother used to say

24 that

25 A. Yes my mother used to say that the whole world is



on the tip of your tongue. That is true. It is true

because when you come down to it it is that way.

Q. Were they very strict with you or were they lenient

A. No they were strict and lenient you know not very

they were would say more strict with my brother

because at home more today religion because my father

was -- my brother was attending Tonima Torah School

and this was considered the very religious you know

school. And he was very very brilliant boy. If

10 he would be alive today he would be great man in

11 Israel.

12 All right.

13 A. And you see at home we had so many organizations you

14 know Jewish organizations. At that time we didnt

15 have Israel so those organizations were all striving

16 for Israel but in different aims in different ways

17 you know. Like we believed in JEP-ADINSKI you

18 know and this organization called REJANITSKI and

19 the young branch was called BATAR. And joined

20 this movement and my brother was already in it so

21 through him went in too. But being in school we

22 didnt suppose to you know belong to organizations

23 like this.

24 0. Were you close then you and your brother How much

25 older was he



A. Yes we were close. He was born lets see he was

born in 1923 was 1925 in May about two and half

years we were apart.

Q. So mean did you use to talk lot together or

A. Yes he was very good talker. He was very

enthusiastic he was very idealistic about this

movement. And we believed that in order to gain our

homeland is to fight for it like you know other

organizations believed that in buying off the land

10 you see but we believed that you have to fight for

11 your country and this way really you can establish

12 country.

13 Q. You didnt really feel any affection for Poland then

14 You didnt think Poland was your country

15 A. No we didnt. Because of always that feeling and no

16 matter how even in school this antiSemitism was

17 great antiSemitism always you know we were always

18 feeling inaudible things like this.

19 0. Were you ever involved in inaudible

20 A. We never thank goodness did not in my lifetime

21 not in our home town but at this same time there

22 were problems in different occurring in different

23 towns. And then was coming this was just before the

24 war they came out that about no inaudible our

25 meetings and this was gone on big thinking the



parliment.

So we were really always surrounded with

anti-Semitism and that is the reason our idealism for

the dreams to achieve LENT you know now on some

day and this was Israel for us was very great in

our hearts.

Q. But that didnt arrive until you were what 15 or 16

A. Well would say around 13 even little let Inc

see when the war broke out was would say around

10 10 or 12.

11 Q. Oh.

12 A. Yes. Always start you know because my brother was

13 older he was already in the organization. And he

14 was great reader. He read lot and he knew

15 lot. The organization was very useful thing for

16 the Jewish children the ones where they maybe

17 couldnt get higher education they got that very good

18 background in those organizations because of the

19 lectures and the all you know about the history of

20 our people and it was very big benefit for the

21 Jewish children. think not only this specific

22 organization but any organization was good because

23 you was reading lot and you knew what was going on

24 up to date.

25 Q. What kind of things did you used to do Do you



10

remember any stories of

A. mean we had lot of fun as far as children ietts

say. We played you know kind of games. And in the

winter

Q. What kind

A. In the wintertime we played dominos and what do you

call the other one you call the numbers.

Q. Bingo.

A. Yes bingo. We used to play lot of bingo. And

10 lets see sometimes you know didnt play shock

11 but think shock how do you call it when move like

12 two wars.

13 Q. Oh chess.

14 A. Chess yes chess.

15 0. Okay.

16 A. And-

17 Q. Did you play with your younger sister Monia at all

18 A. Yes she played you know like bingo she played but

19 she was very young. And in the winteLtime we had

20 having those rivers we were skating. We skated lot

21 in the wintertime.

22 Q. Do you know how to ice skate

23 A. Yes if still remember.

24 Q. Did you have your own ice states

25 A. Yes We had one pair of ice skates and we shared me
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and my brother.

Q. So your family was fairly well off

A. My Lather really considering now when we look back

was really very welltodo man but to be really

honest about it he was on the tight side yes. He

was great man but in not as far as food

concerned but. know like you know clothes and

things like this you know because we couldnt have

two pairs like for example ice skates we had one

10 pair you know. But he was wonderful guy really.

11 Q. Your mother did she feel responsibility to teach

12 you how to be Jewish mother or was she trying to

13 teach you how to take care of the home

14 A. Well this was really coming to us naturally because

15 of all the traditions you know we had mother used

16 to keep up with the you know all of the

17 traditions. And we had Kosher home. There was no

18 other way you wouldnt think at home you know not

19 keeping Kosher.

20 Q. Where did you learn how to cook so well was it from

21 her

22 A. Yes but mainly was watcher you see. Whatever

23 my mother did had to the greatest pleasure to

24 see you know stay in the kitchen and watch her

25 doing it and just by memory remembered you know
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things how she did it. And of course the taste

remembering the taste think that is what helped me

to develop this.

Q. What were some of the best dishes she made Do you

remember specialties

A. Well she was really so great in all of her cooking.

Q. Did you have any favorite foods

A. When was youngster have to tell you that

wasnt good eater. My mother had inaudible with

10 me because if she was cooking something meal and

11 most of the time when used to come home even

12 smelling it like liver was just terrible when

13 smelled it it made me sick. Isnt that something

14 So she used to always loved lotkas. Lotkas

15 never you know got tired of. So whenever it was

16 something my mother would make for me lotkas.

17 Like in the morning you know she always

18 worried she was always that dont know --

19 never forget this like running after me with glass

20 of cocoa to drink you know before go to school.

21 And looking back really was poor didnt have

22 the appetite for food and was skinny. Until the

23 war came then developed an appetite.

24 Q. What kind of girl were you

25 A. was not the happy-golucky girl. was how do
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you say perfectionist. It was hard on me because

was like this even in school. wanted everything to

be so so you know everything perfect.

And so like for example was very good

student in every subject except math came to me very

hard. So know that didnt deserve the grade what

my teacher qave it to me. But he admitted you know

on those times when they have the parents1 sessions

where they come to talk to the teacher and he told my

10 mother once he called me Zonia and he said because

11 he sees how am willing you know and he comes to

12 me he understands that you know don1t address math

13 so but he is giving me higher grade on account of

14 the neatness of my how do you call it

15 Q. Your writing

16 A. Yes. When you see here is different you dont use

17 this its not book but when you write in what you

18 call it.

19 0. notebook

20 A. Well you can call it notebooks but we had them they

21 are larger than here and we used those you use

22 just regular sheets and we used for every subject we

23 had notebook you see with your name and he used

24 to take it home to grade you know. You had it in

25 the class some subjects you had to open it. But
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anyway he always gave me four which is good.

Q. Did you like school

A. Yes liked school very much really did. And

was girl which also was active in school

activities very active and had to be everywhere

you know. was popular lets put it this way.

0. You had lots of friends.

A. Because had very nack for poems.

0. Really

10 A. Yes saying you know how do you say

11 Q. You didnt write poems

12 A. No the only one wrote little poem when told

13 you when was in the 5th grade.

14 Q. Do you remember it

15 A. Oh yes.

16 Q. Tell us about it. would like to hear it.

17 A. was the representative from our class to this

18 little newspaper what was going we had in our school

19 and it was call SPON-A-GBATA. And SPON-A-GRATA means

20 the work of togetherness. And it was think

21 monthly little newspaper. So since was

22 representative used to had to always give some

23 articles you know so thought of this poem.

24 Q. How does it go

25 A. It goes Witness recites poem in Polish. am
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the pupil yeah pupil from class 5B. First will

tell like it is then will translate it.

Q. Do it all.

A. Yes. Isnt that something just getting away from

me. That means the translation am you know

told you already pupil from SB and have some

friends some of them are good and some of them are

not you know so good. But you have to be you

have to live with all of them in peace in peace and

10 be helping hand when it occurs you know when

11 somebody needs the help. Arid your best friend you

12 will recognize when you will look around which one

13 stays with you. The one who stayed on with you this

14 can be your friend. This in 5th grade already

15 realized that you know about true friendship.

16 Q. How old were you then

17 A. was at that time lets see about 10 years old

18 yeah.

19 Q. Did you have close friends and you realized some of

20 them were really not good friends

21 A. Yes probably so you know start realizing that

22 some you know real good friends and some are not

23 you know like you would rely you know like to.

24 But even though you have to be in peace with

25 everybody and to be helping hand you see the way
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looked at it.

So anyway was active in school very much

so arid was popular very popular in our class as

result you know.

Q. You mean girls used to look for you after school to

talk to you and did the boys come after you lot

too

A. Well at home was kind of little different you

know little strict. The boys didnt have the

10 approach like now you see but we had you know we

11 joked and yeah we danced you know we had our

12 we had lots of if you know really we did in

13 school. But you are again like say you always felt

14 that you are you know you are Jewish you felt

15 this.

16 Q. But you had Polish friends

17 A. Yes did in school but not you know as far as

18 steady friends after school were only Jewish

19 children the girls. And would say that our

20 education was really on high level would say.

21 The vacation time we had almost like here.

22 We had think twomonth vacation for summer. And

23 winter vacation wasnt too long. dont recall it

24 anymore you know over the holidays think probably

25 about two weeks or so.
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And of course Christmas was great you

know thing you know with everything in school

Christmastime because they were the majority you

know.

Q. Did you have to participate in the Christmas with

them

A. Yes.

Q. How did you feel about that

A. Now let me see yeah we used to sing the carols

10 but as far if they had some like performances we

11 didnt participate.

12 Q. You said there was lot of antiSemitism how did it

13 manifest itself Do you remember people doing things

14 against your family or against yourself

15 A. No this wasnt anything mean to single out mean

16 that my family or anything but in every day of life

17 you came with it you know there was anti-Semitism

18 but luckily in our home town we didntt have any riots

19 or things like this. It was an organization existing

20 which antiSemitism forgot the name how they call

21 themselves we had them. And that

22 Q. Were you close to big city in Poland or what was

23 the largest city close to you

24 A. Well Warsaw believe was from us 120 kilometers.

25 Q. In which direction
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A. Lets see its west yeah.

Q. But did you have any desire to move to little town

and visit other places

A. Yes this was always inside me. It had always

restlessness in myself. When go back and think

about it its probably always was dreamer you

know which Im now too still am guess. And

was always dreaming about --

Ci. About what

10 A. You know like going places and visiting. And

11 never went by train you see.

12 Q. You never been on train

13 A. No never been on train when was at home. And

14 that was really when looked back unbelievable

15 because we had mean the money that we you know

16 that daddy could have done it.

17 But we had also trips arranged at school

18 like to see the historical cities in Poland you

19 know. remember one on vacation they had this trip

20 for the children for special. But couldnt go

21 because and on account of it was costing money.

22 Q. Can you cry or anything

23 A. never cried but kind of was inside kind of

24 sad about those things but since the majority was in

25 the same boat you know had only like all my
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girlfriends had only one girlfriend which her

grandfather was well considering now probably almost

like very very wealthy man dont know if it was

millionaire but probably in those times you call

him. So know that she was going with traveling all

kind of places with her mother and sometimes with her

grandfather.

Q. Were your grandparents alive

A. No. Well do remember my grandfather my fathers

10 father. As little girl do remember him. But

11 dont know or probably was about seven years old

12 not more than that six or seven years would

13 recall. Probably six or seven that he passed away

14 in Warsaw. My father went remember yes and he

15 was buried in Warsaw.

16 Q. So your parents were originally from Warsaw

17 A. No really dont know the background from where.

18 know one thing that my fathers family come also

19 from like from village. They started from

20 village they had restaurant you know and also

21 drinks and things like this believe. And then

22 they came to the bigger city which mean ours was

23 still town small town it was probably to them

24 bigger city. So my grandmother had restaurant in

25 our home town. And after my girlfriend passed away
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she still kept it going.

Q. Do you remember the restaurant

A. Oh yes. It was by the river. And it had very

big big hail when you come in big room

tremendous tremendous size. And there was all kind

of baked goods. See my grandmother was known for all

this good food in our home town. If anybody wanted

real good meal they went to my grandmother. And she

also even like rented out overnight if someone wanted

10 to stay on yes. And she had several rooms since

11 they always give out few rooms for her overnight.

12 Q. Did you go very often

13 A. Well yes did because it was on the way like if

14 was going to school it was on the way.

15 Q. Was she nice to you

16 A. My grandmother yes she was very wonderful

17 wonderful person very good hearted. Very good

18 hearted broad heart. And she was giving type.

19 When you came in grandma always knew she was coming

20 up if you wanted something good which she had you

21 know cooked or baked she would always make you to

22 eat.

23 Q. Was she pretty old at the time gray haired

24 A. Mother and grandmother was wearing hair like

25 wig yes.
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Q. Her restaurant was Kosher

Yes.

Q. Really

A. Yes no such thing.

Q. All the Jews ate there

A. No we had lot of Gentiles like on the market

Thursday think was think like the home market

Tuesday or Friday. Those two days we had lot of

Gentile people from the village. They came in to

10 sell their goods and they used to sell lot of -- my

11 grandmother used to buy from them naturally and they

12 used to come drink tea. You see at home

13 restaurant like there we called like China. China

14 means Chi is the Russian tea and China is the whole

15 expression so if like Debbie said everyone had

16 nickname. If wanted to say on who am if went

17 sometimes with girlfriend and her parents wanted to

18 know would have to tell her that am the

19 grandchild from the China you see.

20 Q. How would you say that in Polish

21 A. In Polish its like in Yiddish would say Im

22 Yiddish Mineva from the China. Mineva was my

23 grandma you see.

24 Q. Now you spoke Yiddish amongst the Jews

25 A. spoke really at home Jewish. By my Jewish was like
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SHIK-SA speaks Yiddish because of most of the time

was speaking Polish. We spoke Polish among our

girls most of the time and in school so had

very good my Polish was on high level very

very good. That really polished up my Yiddish when

was in the concentration camp.

And so my grandmother was running this

restaurant with one daughter she was widow she

was widowed and there were two daughters for the

10 time they were not married. And they were kind of

11 under the counter you know taking reservations or

12 you know orders because my grandma also was sending

13 out to homes food and she had some helpers where they

14 carried out that food. It was interesting. think

15 have seen it here in the store its very wish

16 could have bought it at that time just for

17 sentimental reasons. Its you hold it up and it

18 goes you know

19 Q. Was it like picnic basket

20 A. Its not basket. Its made of wire and in the

21 wires you know those dishes sit one on top of the

22 others and they close you see one closes the other

23 one so this way it kept it hot. And she of course

24 could heat it up. They emptied it today you know

25 dishes or pots and they used to bring that.
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Q. So people would order food to

A. Yes ahhah yes.

Q. They would have to come in during the day and say

tonight would like such and such

A. Well it wasnt any telephone you see they had to

come themselves or send someone and make an order for

this and inaudible you know she was tremendous

cook really.

My mother learned lot from my grandmother

10 as far as baking when my mother was younger girl

11 she wasnt too good cook or you know baker but my

12 grandmother teached her lot. Of course along years

13 do remember my grandmother used to like do the main

14 baking for shoppers. Grandmother used to bake for us

15 and we used to pick out all the goodies you know

16 oh God. And remember you see when was born it

17 was more like you would call it here almost like

18 suburb and we lived it was close to the station

19 and it was convenient for my father as far as station

20 because he could meet all the salesman used to come

21 from out of town then take them over to grandmas

22 DEROSHKAS you know we had the DEROSHKAS no

23 cars. The only car was remember at home was there

24 was Impalas and very wealthy count Polish

25 count and lets see what was his name Its
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very you know from old old family. So he had

car. And that was they were traveling like they

were going they were riding to church Sunday or

something you know to

Q. What is DEROSHKA

A. DEROSHKA is most of the time lets see couple

of horses and driver carriage isnt that what

you call it carriage yes. You could sit probably

three and three about six people and sometimes you

10 could when necessary you could stand in you know

11 ride in case it was very rushing they didnt have

12 enough DEROSHKAS you could put in more people.

13 But it was really really nice to ride in

14 those DEROSH-KAS. And in. the wintertime we had

15 sleighs sleds that is what call it sleds. That

16 was really interesting.

17 Q. Pulled by horses

18 A. Pulled by horses. And you could take those rides

19 because those drivers you know from the DE-ROSH-KAS

20 turn to sleds in the wintertime. And they had bells

21 you know on the horses so you could hear them when

22 they were riding from far away those bells very

23 very nice.

24 Our winters were just beautiful very

25 strong because we more to the Russian border more to
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the east. And there is some days that it was so cold

that we couldnt go even to school walk to school.

And sometimes my father used to put us on the sled

used to rent you know pay for it picked us up

few kids like you take here cab this one paid and

little you know you put together few children and

they pay separately it wasnt so bad you see.

And like say it was very very

considering weathy little town because of all this

10 factories and tour industry.

11 And as far as organizations gosh we had

12 lot of them. we had dont know how many. It was

13 very typical you know with the Jewish people. And

14 also remember just before the war like mentioned

15 before my brother was so idealistic with his

16 organization and he wanted to go to Israel so badly

17 but he wasnt old enough so we had to you know it

18 wasnt an open immigration to Israel.

19 0. There wasnt any Israel then.

20 A. There wasnt any Israel. It was Palestine at the

21 time. If you wanted to go you had to go how do you

22 call it

23 Q. You had to sneak across the boarder

24 A. Yes sneak illegally to enter Palestine. At that

25 time they already had RA-GOON. BA-GOON was
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affiliated with the JAPADINSKI movement you see.

And really myself think the RAGOON was number

one organization who really gave the first initiative

to the people to do something about it.

And this was just before the war remember

they sent few people from RA-GOON and they didnt

even carry their real names and from the

REVO-NISTIC movement they picked the best boys from

all the country from Poland from every you know

1C big cities from all the cities and they send the

11 boys some boys which they really would be good

12 material for you know for the future you know to

13 fight in Palestine. So all this boys they sent to

14 our we had lot of big forests around our home

15 town. And they were villages around you know those

16 places and lot of land you know open land that

17 you could so they rented out place there and

18 those boys were going through training for much

19 shorter period dont know how many months they

20 were trained there that summer. Well the soldier

21 was going through much longer time.

22 THIS IS THE END OF SIDE ONE OF TAPE ONE.

23 Knowing the JAP-ADINSKI was going to be

24 you know in the enclosure there to this whole

25 ceremony you see. And dont remember where it was
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didnt get to go but of course my brother went

there is no doubt about it. But saw him go through

our home town in the linousine JAPA-DINSKI then

his guards whoever was with him. And this was

really great thing. So it was just before the

war. And do have picture of some of those boys

when was in Israel.

Q. would like to see it.

A. One of the friend of my brother he survived.

10 And he had the old picture of all those boys and my

11 bother is there my little brother and him in this

12 picture with those big boys because they was crazy

13 for him As matter of fact want to tell you my

14 brother was also very good in when this all kind of

15 like skits.

16 Q. Actor

17 A. Actor yes. will never forget when we had this was

18 great skit and this was about TRUMPELDOOR. You

19 heard about TRUMPELDOOR Or gosh he was our great

20 hero Jewish hero. And he was defending TELL-HI

21 one of the first pioneers that came to Palestine.

22 And that you can call it Kibutz or whatever it was.

23 This was Kibutz. In TELLHI the Arabs came and

24 they surrounded you know and they started fighting.

25 So TRUMPELDOOR was one of the defenders was already
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shot many times. He had bullets in his body dont

know how many and one hand he used only one hand

with the rifle. And he saw that he is dying so his

last words were YIDDISH that means 1ets see

its good to die for your own land.

So remember my brother you know was in

the skit and he was portraying this. Yeah he was

great hero. And we had lot of you know big

heros. You probably -- that is what is lacking here

10 with the Jewish youth they dont know anything about

11 history of our Jewish you know boys what they gave

12 lives in Palestine already you know. Not so many

13 years ago just before when the start doing the

14 underground and there were so many with the

15 Q. Was this something

16 A. They got hunged also they hung him and even before

17 he went to his death before he was hanged he was

18 singing song.

19 Q. But this was something that that you used to talk

20 about in your town in your club meetings you really

21 became acquainted with this history

22 A. Yes yes. My brother you know was reading you

23 know we had this BELCHSPEIGEL. BELCHSPEIGEL was

24 translation the worlds mirror the mirror of the

25 world. And you had everything about everything up to
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date. It was very big you know magazine. So

this boy was really like you say in the organization

we had always kind of ceremonies for those boys who

died and they sacrificed their life. And what was

his name SLAMOVAN something. Oh God it will

come to me.

Anyway like say this boy would will

be talking about him more because he really deserves

lot. He had such courage and such no fear in

10 him and it was amazing. Also wonderful talent for

11 languages.

12 Q. Your brother

13 A. Yes. This boy remember when our town went through

14 really hell after the war mean what shall say.

15 When the war started with Germany you remember then

16 it started from the Russians they took apart Poland

17 and so on so at that time when Stalin make the pact

18 our home town went into the Russian side the Russian

19 occupation. so the Russians came in first time you

20 know not the Germans but the Russians came in. And

21 men dont know what rank or whether it was Major

22 or dont know what dont know too much about

23 those ranks anyway he had big speech when they

24 arrived in our city.

25 Q. How old were you
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A. And was only 13.

Q. Do you remember

A. See the war broke out in 1939 so this was in it

had to be still in 39

Q. So this Russian man

A. So this Russian man had this big speech. And do you

know my brother he could right away say the speech.

Im not saying maybe word by word but the right way

with the accent he got it right away.

10 So it helped us when the Germans came in.

11 See the Russians had to leave because it was change

12 in the border and BRES-KOTOS which was 60

13 kilometers from us east had to be established for

14 the border. So we really went through terrible

15 things because then the Germans came in.

16 But before want to point out before the

17 Russians left they were beggins us this was one

18 thing they were telling us what the Germans will do

19 especially to the Jewish people.

20 Q. And nobody believed them

21 A. we heard we read about it we knew when Hitler came

22 to his power and what happened to the German Jews

23 because they came in our home town. But for some

24 reason its funny thing you still dont believe

25 how far he could go with it you see. Arid you could
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take your belongings but if you had factory they

gave you even car trucks that you could haul all

the

Q. Belongings

A. No from the factory things what you call it

whatever you was manufacturing all the materials or

it was anything else you could they furnished the

truck that you could take them. But you couldnt

take any furniture you know you couldnt take. And

10 my father really was farsighted and he said at that

11 time to my mother never forget he said to her take

12 little belongings and that was it and to come if

13 you wanted to go with the Russians.

14 0. Why didnt you go

15 A. To escape. And my mother you know how the woman is

16 attached to all her you know furniture and things.

17 And she said How can leave this How can leave

18 the house how can leave And she just couldnt

19 part with all her belongings. You had to just leave

20 it you see everything. Its still you are only

21 human. But this was the greatest mistake. Because

22 it went the way they took it away the Germans.

23 Its like my father predicted.

24 Q. The Russians were good to you then

25 A. Yeah when the Russians came they were good you
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know they were very happygolucky people as far as

the people. Of course it has changed all of those

years. But the Russian people are really very happy

good hearted people. And lot of our survivors you

know they went to Russia they survived. But there

was lot of things you know we will talk little

next time that they say more about my brother you

know what things he did.

And its just unbelievable because of

10 speaking like say this he had this flack for picking

11 up languages. He spoke beautiful German. And the

12 time when we had to wear already you know this

13 yellow star. Every Jew had to wear yellow star on

14 his clothes. And we had also curfew through this

15 time we cant be in the Street. And he didnt he

16 was on the Street and making little business with

17 the German soldiers. He used to bring us bread and

18 food was starting to be getting scarce. He was just

19 fantastic.

20 END OF FIRST INTERVIEW SESSION.

21 Q. Go ahead what is the story you want to tell me now

22 A. This was about when my grandmother used to do the

23 baking for us and then go shopping. And we were

24 leaving inaudible took it was like to the

25 station. And one Friday was carrying bringing
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this all those goodies in big how do you call when

you carry

Q. Basket

A. Basket thats right basket. And probably was

not more than would say seven years six or seven

years no more than that was carrying big

basket and the SKUTUM you know what SKU-TUM means

like shake it and they were walking to school and

saw me carrying the basket and they smelled all those

10 goodies they start catching you know grabbing all

11 the goodies what was carrying. Let me tell you

12 was in tears. caine home crying so much because

13 they grabbed you know lot of the goodies my Bobby

14 made.

15 Q. Do you remember what was inside the basket what kind

16 of goodies

17 A. Oh yes cheesecake little cheesecake lot.

18 Individual like make the blueberry cake lot and

19 this was with cheese. And there was all kind of

20 different with cinnamon rolls and HALL-IS small

21 little HALLIS you know individual little HALLIS.

22 So was coming home with just few little pieces

23 left. This gives you better idea about our life

24 itwasnot

25 Q. Yesterday you said you wanted to talk about your
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brother some more.

A. Oh yes.

0. Do you want to tell us some more stories about him

A. Well gee Im not talking too much about my little

sister because she was just you know much younger

and it really not too much you know that can you

know talk. about her except that she had beautiful

she still has beautiful voice for singing and we

were kind of close but she used to like to you know

10 wear my clothes always remember that And we had

11 little you know we argued about that. But

12 otherwise we had good relationship. But my brother

13 was always more what looked up to since he was

14 older and very intelligent. And like say in ghetto

15 he was great help to us. But going back like

16 started telling you about how he was so how shall

17 say he could face any

18 Q. Any problem

19 A. Any problem that is right. Well later on you see

20 when the Germans took over when they starved -- they

21 really started up right in the beginning with the

22 intelligence from the Christians not right away with

23 the Jews first you know with them. He cleared up

24 the like pictures some of the people were there they

25 feared they will be they will be in the
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underground against the Germans. And this is what

they were up to you see because of the

highercultured people they were fearing them. So

they knew who was for example the idealist in the

Polish movement and so on so they arrested all of

them. can recall lot of our teachers and

professors they arrested them and sent them away.

And even some of the priests you know.

And after this they started with the Jews.

1C And the first thing what they -- we had to move from

11 our place where we used to live because the Germans

12 took over. This was the beginning. And we moved

13 into our grandmas place and we were living together.

14 And so you want to know about my brother

15 Q. If you want to talk more about it.

16 A. Oh yes Im mixing up things.

17 Q. Sure.

18 A. Anyway he was like in my opinion hero this boy he

19 was. Like when they started out with us the first

20 thing you had to have some kind of work you see you

21 had to work for the Germans to be able to be you

22 know to get some rations and things like this. So

23 my father had connections with man who was in the

24 brush business and was working you know for this

25 brush factory.
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Q. Right.

A. Yes making brushes. And my brother was also very

lucky that he dontt remember or my father had to

pay you know for this job that he got but he had to

have job. And he was working for the engineering

in the city hail. They had an engineering department

so dontt know how many boys exactly it could be

more like six boys and the engineer himself he was

the Poliack.

10 And this was more the most luckiest thing

11 that could happen for us that my brother had this

12 job. He could move all in the city. See they were

13 measuring always donut know for roads that is

14 right and the streets and things like this. And he

15 wasnt in the ghetto he was outside. They had

16 special you know place where they were living and

17 my brother had the access to come in the ghetto and

18 go out whenever he wants to. He had r3RISHINEAGO

19 means like piece of paper.

20 Q. permit

21 A. permit that is right. And this boy was really the

22 greatest you know with this job he had was the

23 greatest thing for us because like say he had

24 access to be around you know the Polish people you

25 know and the streets. And he always like my father
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you know we had still stashed away this was really

you played with your life like you know power and

things like this because if the Germans would catch

you we had to give everything up all those things

you had to give away.

The Germans warned you if you leave even

little piece of food anyplace you had to give it

away. Because this was already the time you see it

went to Russia they needed it. This was even

10 before earlier that the Russian was later the

11 RussIan war. Anyway if they will catch you they

12 will shoot you shoot you. But you still you know

13 you did those things because you wanted to survive

14 and you knew by trading give it to farmer you could

15 get food.

16 Q. So Gidalla used to bring home food

17 A. Yes Gidalia used to you know sneak out under his

18 coat and under his legs you know all what we still

19 had. And he used to trade you know with if he

20 could get farmer or anybody that you know for

21 food.

22 And remember once they caught him you

23 know going out they usually you know searched

24 you. And this time never forget this he escaped.

25 Q. How
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A. He run away you know after really dont know how

he did it but it wasnt the first time when just

coming back what this boy did. will never forget

you see Im going back now when before he had this

job and we were always -- the Germans could come in

the homes and look you know for young men or even

the women and take him in sending them away to

camps.

As matter of fact first one lets see

10 this was you know Im getting mixed up now. Going

11 back because now it comes to me you see this was

12 before they went to camp and before my brother got

13 this job they took my father you know to camp.

14 0. Really

15 A. Yes. In the labor camp he was working clothes from

16 I3RESNI-KOF. And over there he was not he was

17 working in lets see BIALASO--SLOF which was very

18 close to this big city and they were loading some

19 things and this was my father was you know working

20 there. And they caught my brother this was in the

21 beginning see forgot about it and they caught my

22 brother also and they sent him to different camp.

23 This was before that is right he had that job.

24 This was going now quite awhile you know after they

25 got out you know my father got this job for him and
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that is right. So my brother was in this camp it was

called ASOBA that is right almost forgot about

it. This ASOBA and he was almost the youngest

one they were digging ditches for

Q. canal

A. Yeah like canal to go through some water and this

water was coming flowing to our biggest river in our

little town you remember think told you and it

was the name SNAFF.

10 Q. That was the name of the river

11 A. Yeah SNAFF River. And Gidalia was always had

12 beautiful singing voice. So he with another you

13 know man remember now this fellow he was working

14 for bank he was older than Gidalia an adult

15 already and they put together song. They put

16 several songs but this particular song you know is

17 really you know was very sad song. The melody goes

18 from Russian its Russian melody and will

19 have to go back you know to this song and if

20 remember all the words and will sing it for you.

21 Q. Oh that would be great.

22 A. Yes and it starts like right in the morning they get

23 up and they go to this work and they standing you

24 know in the water deep in the water which was that

25 way and standing in the water there were letting
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tears of the water and the water was if my mother

would stand by. Witness beginning crying. And my

loving mother and tell her all about me.

0. Why dont you just relax. Go ahead so your

mother

A. My mother used to walk you know it was many miles

dont know how many exactly to ElALLA to see my

father you know get over some food there. And it

was while we were lucky that in BIAL-LA we had some

10 cousins my father had some cousins. As matter of

11 fact one cousin is alive now in Israel Natek. Arid

12 his father and mother were well-todo people and then

13 we had some more cousins they were kind of helping

14 out my dad. My mother stayed with them whenever she

15 came there.

16 But she used to walk miles and sometimes

17 you know like farmer would give you ride with

18 buggy. used to walk to my brother like once week

19 also and bringing some extra food because they didnt

20 have enough food there. It was still like good thing

21 that you could come it wasnt the beginning you

22 know when the Germans came in it wasnt so strict

23 like later on in the concentration camp you couldnt

24 get anything. But this was different right from

25 the beginning.
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And so used to walk all those miles with

some other women you know who had their men or Sons

there. And my brother was always because of his good

voice of singing you know he had also little

extra little food there and he was kind of friendly

with they kind of liked him you know the ones

who watched over them.

As matter of fact this wasnt the Germans

who watched over them they were the Ukranians. The

10 Ukranians were on the German side and they were even

11 more vicious than the German themselves very vicious

12 and Jew haters. So one day what happened my brother

13 kind of got out and dIdnt want to go to work. You

14 had to do those things for your survival you see so

15 probably he did it several times and it went by all

16 right. And this time he went into field was

17 growing real tall the

18 Q. Grass

19 A. Not grass.

20 Q. Wheat

21 A. Not corn but for the bread what you have.

22 Q. Wheat

23 A. Wheat yes in wheat field. And he was hiding

24 there. Really they didnt see him but what happened

25 they were after somebody else there and my brother
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didnt know and he started running and they saw him

running so they started shooting and finally my

brother you know went up with his hands up and so

this Ukranian with his big rifle and this little lad

dont know how he survived that time. He was

hitting him with the rifle so hard and he had hole

right in his head right there big hole. And he

was in very bad shape.

Q. So they had to send him home

10 A. No they didnt send him home. He sent message to

11 other people because he started finally begging for

12 his life you know he said that my parents my

13 mother have to show up with something to pay him off

14 not for killing him. So my mother had we had some

15 valuables you know like remember she went through

16 her jewelry you know things like this. And one day

17 she had to go she went up herself to this camp and

18 gave this to this Ukranian you see are not to kill

19 him.

20 So you can imagine my mothers heart and

21 how my mother was broken hearted to see this boys

22 condition. And she stayed there for several days

23 you know with the farmers. It was close almost to

24 the farm big farm was there Polish farm. And she

25 tried to change his
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Q. Bandages

A. bandages and get some ointment or whatever was

necessary. It took him weeks you know to come back

to himself. And since she paid them off you know

they kind of let him stay. So this was the story of

this ASOLA. And after they liquidated before the

heavy winter came so my brother came home.

And tell you how my father came home.

From this BI-ALA where my father was they brought

10 those men once in awhile now let me see you see

11 its so many years away have to go back. Well

12 when my father came back from the BIALA camp they

13 finally let him go. Now wait minute they didnt

14 let him go they sent him over to different camp

15 which was closer to our home town that is right

16 very close from us and they worked also heavy with

17 some ditches and water and things like this and not

18 ditches and water and things like this and not too

19 much food and the survival was very very slim.

20 Q. Even in those early years of the war

21 A. Yes it was very slim because you worked in this

22 water you caught you know usually what they passed

23 away from kidney you know disease. remember them

24 one brother we were living there you see we stayed

25 with your grandma but it got to be so overcrowded we
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moved downstairs was place where the landlord was

living and we took one room from them and the kitchen

was for all of us. We shared the kitchen that is

right. So at that time my father was at this place

and forgot the name already it was closer much

closer to the city. We could also go on the weekend

and bring some food but it was much more stricter.

But one day my father you know was like

on the sick list and they came they brought all this

10 sick men to doctor to our home you know town and

11 this doctor was living in like how to explain to

12 you like you see the yard where he was the doctor

13 when they brought those people was fence and

14 through the fence mean the other side my grandma

15 this was already you know in the war my grandmother

16 had to move from the place told you she used to be

17 she had this place this restaurant by the river and

18 it was kind of going down they had to move from

19 that.

20 Q. What year was that

21 A. Well this was oh still 39.

22 Q. Okay. So your father was at the doctors place

23 A. 39 or 40. It had to be already 39 September

24 and maybe 40.

25 Q. Okay.
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A. Yes. would say probably 40 because 39 they came

in almost the end of the summer in September so we in

the winter yeah it was 40. This was in spring

see. And so my father escaped and he knew you see

he knew the old relay there and he went like to the

rest room believe and from there he escaped to my

grandmas. Because grandmother had like told you

the place just over the fence. So this way my father

escaped and they never knew what happened.

10 Q. They didnt come looking at your house at all

11 A. No they didnt come because they didnt even know

12 exactly what his address what is what they didnt

13 know anything.

14 Q. After he escaped wasnt he afraid he would get

15 caught

16 A. Yeah he was hiding for quite awhile he was hiding.

17 So this was one. And then my brother came back like

18 said before the winter they couldnt keep the camp

19 there because so after this you see my brother we

20 had to get all those yeah they did it gradually

21 you see like even the ghetto. First you know they

22 put all the Jews in kind of one place and then from

23 there they started drawing place where the ghettos

24 going to be little by little in the beginning it

25 was no fenced in there is not ghetto. You see
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some call it ghetto we call it JANITA and where

the Jews already were you know located. But it was

open you see.

0. Well when it that happened you were living in that

part of the city and you had to move out of your

house didnt you at that time think of leaving or

trying to escape mean your mother had already

lost all your possessionse

A. Well you see when we had to move what we really did

10 you see mother we didnt want to live with the

11 Russians because of losing everything but staying

12 behind what she had to do was gradually get rid of

13 all those things sell it to farmers you know all

14 of the main big pieces of furniture because it wasnt

15 you wouldnt have any place to put it. We had

16 only one bed and that big couch this was in the

17 ghetto we were able to put it and because it was one

18 room and we had table that is all.

19 Q. But at that time you were pretty close to the Russian

20 border you didnt think of escaping

21 A. It wasnt exactly very close. It was at least 60

22 kilometers which think also more or less so it

23 wasnt easy it wasnt easy. After they had already

24 the border they left lot of people were smuggling

25 back and forth but it was very risky. And then also
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the people that went with the Russians some of them

it was so terrible there. Like my cousins they even

came back.

Q. Oh.

A. Can you imagine that Because in the beginning where

the Germans you know had to be Vermach they didnt

have the Sivilmach. Sivilmach there were the SS came

in but right in the beginning were the Vermach the

Army was still running the place. It wasnt that bad

10 for the Jews yet. It came gradually you see until

11 they brought all the SS and they took over all the

12 city hail and there was the Hitlers doctrin. SO

13 some of our Jews came back. It was very sad

14 thing. And tell you in many of them who registered

15 for example openly that they wanted to go back you

16 know what the Russians did they send them to what

17 you call it north where they have in Russia --

18 Q. Mongolia

19 A. No no no. Siberia. They send them to Siberia. As

20 matter of fact Shana their family they survived

21 there. This was in way survival for them because

22 many of them survived. If they die it was only on

23 account of probably sickness and not enough food but

24 it wasnt like in concentration camp.

25 Q. Yeah.
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A. So it was really very funny way of how people

survive.

Q. So meanwhile the Germans were taking over more and

more in the city

A. Yeah that is right. And then you see later

everybody was to have job. And this was already

starting before even the ghetto. And my brother

1ets see there are so many things he did just

dont know where to start. Like remember since he

10 had living quarters out of ghetto when he worked

11 airedy for this engineering so one night he was

12 telling us all about it he was walking no one was

13 on the Street and you know the Polish people were

14 very rude to us especially when the Germans came.

15 Well mostly the class the not intelligent class you

16 see were them and they made it oven worse for us.

17 So my brother really carried great grudge for

18 them. And one night he was walking through this main

19 engineer and he was living on this PURSUITSKI we

20 call it Street. See he wasnt fearing for anybody

21 he didnt wear this you know star. Later on we had

22 the white band with the blue star. They replaced it

23 from the yellow star.

24 So he saw one Poliack walking and since he

25 spoke such you know real beautiful German so he
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acted up like he is German in civilian clothes and

he called this Poliack You Polish swine come

here in German. And he was beating him up like he

really well whatever it was in his heart he really

gave it to him. He laughed. You know things like

this he could do.

And there was the amount of German SS they

had it in every city hear it more ruthless one

then they were themselves and he walked always with

10 big dog. And he could go out just on the street

1. mean and kill whatever Jew was passing by just kill

12 him right on the spot.

13 And tell you my brother was so lucky you

14 know he called him once he was walking through

15 talked to him he didnt do anything to him. Can you

16 imagine that This is the way he learned something

17 about himself such personality dontt know how to

18 explain. And so it was going on.

19 Well with what shall tell you about more

20 about my brother

21 Q. Well do you want to start talking about how he got

22 into the camps how that all happened

23 A. How we get in the camps. Well naturally start

24 telling you dont know if mentioned to you our

25 home town being such wealthy Jewish town we always
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bought ourselves out of like some even bigger places

than our town they liquidated completely the Jewish

population to Treblinka already and at that time we

didnt even know what they were doing with them or

they pushed them to different cities like they make

Judenstadt. This city the Judenstadt they bring in

all the Jews from different places and they were

preparing themselves you see not to have later for

them it would be easier to make concentration of

10 Jewish place you follow me

11 0. Right.

12 A. So our place became Judenstadt. Because of this we

13 bought ourseif good gold and money whatever you

14 know it was there asked for. So you can imagine what

15 was happening to our place that you try to take in

16 those people they pushed them into our synagogue and

17 it was such an overcrowding thing and the filth and

18 the hunger was terrible it was just even impossible

19 to explain. On the streets were people because there

20 wasnt anyplace. And whoever had little place in

21 the little extra food you took in. End of tape 2A.

22 They start you know deport those people

23 and deport them. Until they came to the ghetto to

24 our you know in the ghetto. In the ghetto like

25 told you there are people where they had jobs outside
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like for example was working in that brush factory

so was walking out every morning you know

marching to see so many people you know they

belonged to the factory. And we marched in in the

evening you see we came back in in the evening.

So the first now let me try to be exact

the first big raid what they had our family was

preparing for it. And this was tell you Morrie

to be specific even before the ghetto was already

10 organized. remember few weeks before this

11 happened came Polish man who my father you know

12 used to deal with him. He came to us and he thought

13 maybe my father still has something to sell which we

14 still had something hidden away. He was making those

15 sheepskin coats this man very talented man. And

16 he was living in SOKALOW and this was time when

17 they already you know we didnt know too much about

18 it but we start you know hearing things because of

19 the station people were telling that how big

20 transports of Jews are coming from friends in when

21 they asked him where they were going they said they

22 were going to place which they will you know be

23 like camp and they will have their families there

24 and so on. This was already Treblinka. We didnt

25 know about it already. They did there.
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They made them feel you see they were

going to leave because they let them even take some

belongings. You see how they played on the people

Then they told them going to take bath and this

was the end of them. This was Treblinka you were

going in the room they put in water about that far

electrical current went through and that is it. All

the people fell and this wall opened later and down

went all the bodies and whatever and then they burned

10 it they burned it in crematorium.

11 Q. This Polish man was telling you about this

12 A. This Polish man he said to my father in quiet voice

13 he said Please close the door have something to

14 tell you. In very low voice he told us where

15 those people are going. And he told us all about it

16 Treblinka. He said listen we see what is happening

17 and not you know we had to be about secretive and

18 they come and start surrounding you you know to

19 take you away you know where you are going. So when

20 hear this start giving the word when came to

21 work passing around from one girl to another you see

22 to know what is going on so the people will know.

23 Q. Did they believe it

24 A. It is hard to say but we started believing after we

25 saw what they were doing you know the Germans.
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Killing you know take out the Rabbi and tearing up

his beards and walking him through the streets and

killing and shooting. So we knew it must be

something. And rumors were starting already were

coming like told you about this station with the

Polish people where they worked you know on this

station. The railroad men also they see where those

people are going and the rumors start coming but

this was really true story. So we were already

10 prepared for it in way yes. We didnt prepare

11 hiding place but when one day what you see the way

12 they did like very early in the morning they brought

13 in all those Ukranians the SS brought in those

14 Ukranians and they were going from door to door in

15 the Jewish neighborhood. You see already we had

16 neighborhood at first it wasnt ghetto yet want

17 you to know and you had to everybody had to go

18 out where the marketplace marketplace its big

19 you know empty place where the farmers used to come

20 once or twice week and had their market. On that

21 marketplace every Jew had to come out. They were

22 going around you know and knocking on the doors.

23 When we hear this so we knew had permit that Im

24 working felt safe you know to go out. My brother

25 at that time cannot recall if he had already
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job. dont know. Anyway he went out too on the

market. No he didnt have the job yet that is

right. And my father went because he was working

also. Anyway it was my mother and my sister that

didnt have any jobs. So they hided they hided at

neighbors place. They had in between one their

house another house was like very very narrow

Q. Alley

A. Like little alley very narrow but it was you

10 couldnt ever dream there is little alley. Its

11 hard to explain but anyway this alley they hided. So

12 in the first one it happened so that all who had the

13 permit were allowed you know they let you go and

14 all of those that didnt have any permit they already

15 round them in they were sitting on this big

16 marketplace. And my brother noticed what is

17 happening. There was big church it was big

18 church and he just through up his deal from his arm

19 band and he kind of start acting like he is one of

20 the Pollacks you know and he sneaked away to this

21 big church. And that is why he survived the first

22 time remember now. And all of the rest of the

23 people and this was the first of our lost all of

24 your you know my grandma and my aunts most of

25 them. Only my several cousins are still you know
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they credit inc for working but they dont and all of

them they took into the round them up and marched

them to the station and there on the station they put

them in those cattle cars and that is it. This was

the end.

Some of the young ones they knew where they

were going they were jumping through it was very

hard thing to even to jump from those cars. And they

were guarded too all of those cars were guarded in

10 between there were all those Ukranians and shooting

11 if anybody was but its one thing you see when you

12 jump from train you have to jump the way its

13 going in the direction where its going. If you

14 dont know you got killed right way. You had very

15 good chance to survive when he shoots the train is

16 going in the meanwhile so its not easy for him to

17 hit it. So this happened and we survived our family

18 was still together. And the matter of fact would

19 say that we were one of the at the time the

20 luckiest families that we the immediate family we

21 had two children and the parents that we stayed

22 almost until when they cleared our Judenstadt you

23 know they cleared up the Jews but this was already

24 the end of all the Poland Jews when they cleared

25 that you know our city. But we will come to the
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end Im going to tell you all about it.

But even for example where worked in this

factory what they did later you see they wanted to

OUtsmart us. They came like once to the factory when

they started having this they did it so many times

they came to take away to the camps the Jews. So

even in this factory they came one day. They felt

that they start taking in we knew something is going

to happen because they start to replace us with the

10 Christian you know the Catholic girls. And they

11 start coming in and we had to teach them how to do

12 this so we knew that something is going to happen

13 that little by little they will take over from the

14 Jewish end and they will send us away and that

15 happened.

16 But you see always was ahead of them.

17 God gave me mind in way. The first time when

18 they did this was caught had to go out. They

19 came in surround us and we had to walk out. Then

20 they segregate us. So the first time was very

21 lucky was the last one that was pushed myself in

22 and she counted so many had to stay in and was just

23 the last one and the rest of the girls they took

24 them away. So we knew that that is going to be like

25 the next time after this they had again surrounded
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the factory so this time didnt go out had time

and me and another two girls we hide ourselves in

celler and before and this celler was very you

couldnt even find place how to go into it. And

there was all the belongings in the place was laying

so we went down and we hide. It wasnt even like

celler it was like hole would say arid we hide

there. Then there was little bitty window like

celler window and you could look in and we saw all

10 what was happening. We were sitting like this you

11 can imagine. And survived again you know this

12 time like this.

13 So it was getting closer and closer and we

14 knew that. So will have to tell you next time yOU

15 know other stories about it because conversation

16 interrupted by incoming telephone call.

17 Every oppression he was he got out. We

18 always my mother used to say that the only

19 survivor from our family what she see through is

20 going to be our brother. Because on top of

21 everything he had even as Pollack document how

22 do you call it with his picture

23 Q. passport

24 A. Yes Polish passport. He didnt look like Jew.

25 He had you know small nose and his eyes he didnt
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look Jewish. So he had good chance you know of

surviving. And my mother used to say he is going to

be the survivor if anybody will survive in the

family. But it didnt happen like this. And like

say like once you know he was already they put him

all where our jail was and they call him from the

street. This was just in the times before he had

this job so this was much later when he had his job.

And rounded him up and took him to this jail. And

10 the jail there was fence you know about this

11 dont know how high much taller twice as tall as

12 any human is and my God you wouldnt believe it

13 that he climbed over. He stood up on someones you

14 know shoulders and he got out and no one could

15 believe it that this boy got out from place like

16 this. just am telling you the way he was. He

17 escaped everything. And finally you know he didnt

18 make it. Even when they took him out will came to

19 the story later you know when they took him out

20 from hiding if not the Polish people he would

21 survive and my father they gave him out. They were

22 hiding in the attic of one of the Polish people. And

23 they took him down and they took him down and they

24 shot my father. And while they shot my father my

25 brother escaped and he hided he hided you know how
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do you call those peas you know bigger than the

peas they grow long

Q. Beans

A. Beans in bean grove. He hided there and he

thought if he lay there until the evening he would be

able to escape but those Pollacks went and they gave

him out so they came and they shot him. Sc you can

imagine Morrie when came after the war to our

home town my sister told me that she knows who had

10 his clothes. He used to buy beautiful boots at that

11 time and he had well whatever he had on they had

12 it. That is the way it happened.

13 want to explain to you when said to you

14 it wasnt canal really it was stream which they

15 widened it and we call it in Polish how do you call

16 it its like cultivating something you know you

17 make it nice looking like real you know widened

18 and you put all the greenery on the sides you know.

19 It has name in Polish how do you say regulating

20 you regulate. They made it like real nice stream.

21 But it was very swim like beach and this is where

22 they worked. It wasnt canal. But this stream

23 became really one of the smaller rivers which then

24 came fell-into our SNAFF SNAFF was our largest

25 city. We had SNAFF SNAFF PISH-KA. That is our
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name of the MENDEJETZ as told you is between

rivers we had lot of rivers round us. Well

anyway --

0. Now you are going to sing the song that your brother

wrote

A. Yeah like say will try my best. Maybe it will

come out perfect but more or less will give you an

idea. Witness sings song. Okay. This will be the

song that my brother wrote when he was in this camp.

10 Now will explain to you. will

11 translate to you the words but didnt do just

12 good job just from memory you know more or less

13 but the melody is

14 Q. You have good singing voice.

15 A. The melody was taken from Russian song. Well like

16 explained before ASOVA was you know it means by

17 ASOVA through the green meadows flows stream full

18 with Jewish sweat. And lets see and even this

19 stream carries the name BIAUKA which means white

20 even it carries you know name white. The stream

21 became the color red of the Jewish blood. Very early

22 before the sundown comes we marching in for in the

23 roads you know marching in the water.

24 Q. Into the cold water.

25 A. In the cold water because we were standing in the
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water working. Flowing the BIAUKA that soon the

very sad and STOONDIK means stormy sad and

stormy. And like explained to you before she falls

into our river SNAFF. And there like at bridge it

was bridge can even picture it now not you

know grandmother told you before the restaurant

was right there where that bridge and he is saying

here you know my mother if she is it means

please give her regards from me. And let see so

10 here and it says it means tell her that was

11 foreman with group which usually the one who was

12 foreman didnt have to do that kind of heavy work

13 because he was boss of those people you

14 understood

15 Q. Yes.

16 A. And everything is with me all right. And dont tell

17 her any more.

18 Q. Than that

19 A. Yes than that. And flow further with my tears

20 away.

21 Q. Beautiful song.

22 A. Yeah.

23 Q. So he made up the words but used kind of old

24 Russian tune

25 A. Yes that is right. He had very beautiful voice.
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And as matter of fact when thought this morning

about it at also have to say that he was probably

one of the youngest ones there. He was when the war

broke out you see wasnt 14 so my brother was about

16. That is right was 13. It may seem 15 when

they took him in he wasnt more than 16 years old 16

or 17.

Q. So what happened to the family after he was killed

A. Which family are you talking about

10 Q. Your family.

11 A. Oh told you about dont remember how we got

12 in the camp Oh didnt tell you about that.

13 told you before that our city became Judenstadt and

14 explained to you what Judenstadt meant you brought

15 in all they cleaned up other cities and towns and

16 brought into our city and then gradually they pushed

17 us into ghetto. And they were clearing you know

18 from time to time taking out some of our people and

19 at that time we had already told you also before

20 about Treblinka that already existed this that we

21 knew.

22 Q. Right.

23 A. But meanwhile they had already building different

24 places also with gas chambers and Treblinka had

25 told you in the water and the electric current and
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that the most of our people perished and then later

they took us in the concentration camps.

Q. The day that you were taken away were your parents

taken way at the same time

A. No it was know it was my brothers birthday

May the 3rd was his birthday. May 2nd or May 3rd

you know forget. know it was in between those

two days because mother used to always talk it was

big holiday it may be our holiday. It may be May

10 3rd because it was our day of independence in

11 poland.

12 And we were in the ghetto and my brother

13 was not this night with us because told you before

14 he worked as an engineering outside and they were

15 outside to really they were living outside of the

16 ghetto. And they had this permit could go back and

17 forth.

18 So the same night and it was becoming

19 obvious that little by little they were cleaning up

20 our ghetto and you know coming to the end. Because

21 less and less people were you know staying on. And

22 they were taking us out or some nights in the ghetto

23 they could come for just go on killing spree. Like

24 New Years he was just coming in in the ghetto and

25 this particular one was very known mentioned also
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before with his dog we called him Schiager he

really had every day he probably couldnt sleep if he

wouldnt kill few people and this was every day

someone had to be killed.

And this New Years remember it was

bloody New Years for our ghetto they came in inside

and they were killing off. And anyway it was always

in fear and just waiting you know the feeling to be

inside and fenced in and just looking out and envy

10 even little bird fly through you envy it you want

11 to turn into bird that is the way you felt. The

12 same thing even when was in the concentration camp

13 used to envy every little bird that was going

14 through.

15 And any way it was coming slowly even the

16 ones where they had like the PARA-MEET told you by

17 working finally what they did they took in all the

18 Gentile girls and little by little we were out

19 whatever was left of us. Plus told you before even

20 used to come even in the factory and they start

21 taking us out so many you know so you knew its

22 waiting its getting closer. And the only there

23 were few that were very brave they told me they

24 left at night through some digging holes under the

25 fence and got out of the forests maybe to be with the
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partisans to meet up and be in the underground. But

you had to have big courage to do it because it was

very dangerous thing too.

Q. Your sister ended up in the

A. tell you how. Well one night caine this call it

0BLAVA. OBLIAVA means they wrangled up all the

ghetto with their soldiers.

Q. Surrounded it

A. Surrounded. And they came in and we knew about it

10 already. where we lived in the ghetto we lived in

11 room like this see the kitchen not bigger than

12 that and we were really the lucky ones that we had

13 room for ourselves because mostly people had to share

14 the little ovens with maybe three or five families

15 sometimes and we were really lucky that was this

16 little room was little stove with two

17 Q. Burners

18 A. Burners. And my mother was considered ourselves

lucky that she had it for herself. And nextdoor

20 moved in man who had little great power. He was

21 you know we had our Jewish police you know our own

22 people. And this man goes back before the war was

23 living in this little town and he was raised with

24 this particular you know boy who wasnt really all

25 Polish he was Ukranian and they were very very
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good friends. So finally they grew up and then when

the war came when the Germans came in this friend of

his turned very big Ukranian you know with the

Germans.

Q. Yeah.

A. And he was good to him you know as friend and

give him all so when the little town was liquidated

all the Jews he came into our home town and he rented

rented there wasnt any renting he took the room

10 just over our wall and we could hear lots of things

11 was going on. He was big man in the ghetto because

12 this man he was big wheel with the Germans. And he

13 used to come in he used to see him you know he

14 could go out back and forth from the ghetto and

15 traveled with him and he knew what was waiting. So

16 one night he came and we heard it we overheard it

17 that they are planning to surround the ghetto and

18 its going to be cleared. And he probably dont

19 know what he did whether he escaped we never knew

20 so we start already preparing ourseif. And what we

21 did we dig under the floor where the bath was

22 standing we dug out big big tunnel enough for

23 few people. And we kept this and then on the top it

24 was closed like the floor.

25 Q. The floor boards
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A. Like the floor boards. You couldnt almost tell. We

had to cut out and then you close it and for example

how many times we knew in ghetto is they are looking

for young man if my father happened to be just in

the house or my brother you know we hide them

there. So we kept this place knowing already its

getting to come you know we have to be prepared to

hide. And yes it came that night that we knew we

considered already from the bullets you know we

10 could hear the shots we could hear shots many

11 shots we knew what was going on that this is it.

12 So we went there and we hided. We hided for dont

13 know for two days or so. And finally dont know

14 how they got us out they got us out from there. And

15 this is the story for you here now. They took us out

16 and they put us against the front of this house where

17 we were living its really almost could draw you

18 picture you know. For example this is the front

19 this is the front of the house lets say yeah.

20 Right in here is just one lIttle entrance and you

21 close it how do you call it little

22 Q. Latch the door

23 A. little door yes little door. But door looked

24 almost like the fence you know. This little bitty

25 door this little bitty door leaded to little
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little bitty alley and from this alley here was

entrance to this little room in ghetto that we were

living. See the back we had two entrances here.

From the front was one little entrance hall then

little entrance and this is from the alley we had

little entrance.

So when they took us out here up the front

we had to be on our knees everybody had to kneel.

Meanwhile they brought out other people up the front

10 there and you can imagine this moment my dad standing

11 with the rifles around you and they put you before

12 the wall like this wouldnt you know they would kill

13 you in moment so you can imagine what you go

14 through. Do you know how many times went through

15 knowing already this was my end cannot tell you

16 Morrie how many times.

17 So at this moment was there my mother

18 my sister and there was also friend of mine you

19 know in the ghetto we gotten to know each other.

20 They were living just over the fence on the other

21 side. They came in. tell you later about him.

22 And his name was Bobeck and his father was Feicher

23 then there was an uncle. They were also taken out.

24 And going back to this J3obeck and his father and

25 uncle his father and uncle still alive and tell you
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how. They came over from smaller town yeah

mixing here one to another lets finish this one

okay.

Q. Where were your brother and father at this time

A. My brother wasnft with us at this time. He was out

of the ghetto you see he was out of the ghetto. He

didnt sleep in the ghetto you see he had place

all of those from the engineers you know the few

boys.

10 0. That is right you told me.

11 A. Yes.

12 Q. And your father

13 A. My father was with us that night yeah. So they took

14 us out here and we were just waiting they go and kill

15 us. So my little sister got so panicky she said

16 Im going to get killed they were going to kill me

17 Im going to get killed. My father he just couldnt

18 take it. So you know what he did he covered her.

19 You know you see that little told you little bitty

20 entrance he got little bit closer and he was

21 sitting like that and he pushed her in segment of

22 you know fraction of second when the guard

23 maybe put his eyes someplace else he pushed her in.

24 She crawled back to the same place they took us out

25 because she knew they would not come back and look
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for any more. So she went in there. My sister is

still safe. You know we didnt know for how long

but she is safe. And then in the moment when they

had so many people out from different places they

gathered them in front of this house they told us to

stand up and the moment when they told us to stand up

my father creeped away and he escaped.

0. They didnt even notice

A. No. In the moment have to tell you my father was

10 very you know he didnt survive but he was very

11 alert. He had to have very much guts to do it

12 because if they seize you its either death to be

13 killed or to stay alive you dont know for how

14 long.

15 So its only my mother me and my mother

16 when they told us to stand up instead they didnt

17 shoot us but they machec1 us off to the main also

18 big space. They took us out. It was again from the

19 ghetto they get it all just just yes not inside

20 the ghetto they took us out. Out of the ghetto in

21 big space and surrounded all the sides and then they

22 marched us to the station.

23 But now want to tell you about this

24 Bobeck what was going with him was very close. We

25 werent engaged or anything but you know
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friendship. And then he came from different little

town and they were quite awhile in the forest with

the underground. He and his father and his uncle

dont know for how long they have been with the

underground and then finally that winter start coming

and they were afraid so they came into our ghetto

with this thought they will go back again. But it

didnt happen you know how it is you think maybe

tomorrow and meanwhile the surrounding came and they

1C were also in our bunker will call it bunker that

11 is better expression you know before they took us

12 out.

13 And see this Bobeck and his father were

14 very alert people and we knew already all the way

15 what they were doing with us so we knew either to

16 jump from the train or get yourself killed to go to

17 Treblinka. So we and they were always prepared

18 caring in their pockets some kind of screwdrivers and

19 knives and things like this in case they will be

20 caught they will be able to open inside door you

21 see and jump from the train. And its not the

22 regular train you know from the cattle car. The

23 cattle car had Only just little bit of window.

24 Q. This was completely dark inside

25 A. Completely dark inside and that little window was
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just you know little

Q. little vent

A. Also with little you know like this with wire

wire.

Q. Okay.

A. Wire. So let me tell you Morrie when we were

riding and those men you know my friend and his

father and that other few men they started working on

this big cattle doors and they opened it and they

10 started jumping. So my friend he said to me okay now

11 you jump and your mother and then will jump and

12 then you know. So said to him said to him you

13 jump first with the thought will jump.

14 End of tape 2A.

15 We knew we were going to our death and in

16 the meanwhile the packing in and the heat it was in

17 May and when you pack in that many people in car

18 the thirst was so great on night they stopped in one

19 station really cannot recall the name it must be

20 probably close to LUBRIN one thing we noticed that

21 they are not taking us to Treblinka but farther.

22 The train was going farther in different direction

23 more south. And Morrie let me tell you the thirst

24 was so great that cannot even describe it to you.

25 And people were just passing out. And was small
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girl but was young and stronger than my mother arid

the Pollacks who worked on the railroad they were

making money on us because on that little bitty

window whatever you had money you gave away for just

one little drink through the window.

Q. Sure.

A. And was standing on that people.

Q. The people that died

A. Dying to make me higher that can reach the little

10 window. And was wearing boots and had in the

11 boots had some money stashed and so took all

12 that money whatever it was and finally got one

13 how do you call those little when you go the

14 soldiers carry this water the canteen and he handed

15 me over little canteen with water. Until got

16 this just to give it sip and try to give it to my

17 mother one sip everybody was tearing it away from

18 me. It was just horrible. Until we arrived they

19 took us to MYDONIC and this was camp which they

20 also had gas chamber and crematorium. And we

21 arrived there in May and as we arrived they took us

22 in first you know to give us bath and told us to

23 take off our clothes. was wearing blazer my

24 brothers blazer which my mother put it in in the

25 buttons her gold pieces. Couldnt do anything. Had
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to take it off. Anyway so was with my mother and

they didiYt when we came in they just gave us

bath and they didnt segregate us. dorit recall

any segregation at that time when we came in. We

just went through the bath and we took off all cur

CiOthS they gave us old clothes and shoes and you

had to give away leave all your good clothes. And

they took us to that field. They had fields. One

field from another was they had fields one field

10 from another was all the wire separated. dont

11 know how many fields were there. It was just like

12 town like big town. Miles and miles. This was in

13 Poland Its more east. As matter of fact going

14 really and back for all the crematoriums the gas

15 chambers because they had crematoriums were on the

16 Polish soil. And really why because Poland was just

17 antiSemitic and they like take Denmark take

18 Belgium they wouldnt allow to have something like

19 this on their soil. They helped lot of Jews to

20 survive but not the Pollacks. The Pollacks helped to

21 finish us off. mean Im not talking about

22 exceptions there were exceptions.

23 Q. What was that first camp like

24 A. So this camp was like just been telling you like

25 fields one field after another then barracks big
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barracks and the barracks had numbers you know

which number you are. We were sleeping on Straw

sacks you know. And they had lets see one two

you know above you one under you.

Bunks

A. Bunks yes. And got very sick when we came over

there. got dysentery.

Q. Dysentery

A. Dysentery yes. couldnt eat anything and

10 couldnt hold anything just wanted only to drink.

11 Only drink and drink only water. When saw the

12 water was just like an alcoholic you know see

13 something. And thanks to my mother really if

14 wouldnt have had my mother with me wouldnt have

15 survived this dysentery. But she was trying you

16 know like when had little ration we had like two

17 slices of bread and one little cup of soup and the

18 soup was just from some kind of wheat you know

19 made like water and wheat. You get little piece

20 of margarine maybe some kind of piece of salami you

21 know from usually liverwurst they call it or maybe

22 from horse meat you know they make. But anyway you

23 see we had also on this field some Christian girls

24 Gentile girls from Poland and they were not they

25 didnt do heavy labor like we did. They worked in
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sewing with sewing room you know and what else did

they do. Things like this. Some light you know

work but not field work what we had.

So was so weak that my mother used to

trade in piece of bread with the Gentile girl for

something else could maybe eat. couldnt have

any bread couldnt eat it. And for somehow

dont know no medicines no anything made it.

really dont know. When look back just cant

10 undeistand how made it. came out.

11 So we stayed there from May would say

12 until the end of the summer until fall and we worked

13 in the fields. And being together with my mother was

14 great thing. She was always helping and like in

15 the morning we used to get up at oclock oclock

16 in the morning and she used to go up and fetch the

17 water just to fresh up and you know how mother is.

18 And finally they start liquidating this

19 field where we were. And by the way want to tell

20 you on the other field we found out was several

21 girls people from our home town where they were in

22 the same factory where worked with

23 Q. Hair bushes

24 A. Hair brushes the bushes not only hair bushes but

25 all kind of brushes for animals you know for the
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Array okay. And they were there on the other field

and they were working something in the same

profession. we were really begging them maybe they

could take us over there because they had much better

than we had. And we were just you know punished

every day this work was very very heavy because you

had to carry ljke take ray mother already you know

lost all that weight and we looked like just bone.

And they carried the heavy we called this JOGGERS

10 dont know how in English you call this something

11 you put on and that you carry it four people two

12 people really.

13 0. Large basket

14 A. No its not large baskets. You put stones or you

15 put anything and you carry it. Its made from wood

16 and it has four handles you put on there you see

17 sometimes on the television you can see things you

18 know from the camps.

19 Well anyway when it came when they start

20 you know counting up some people and then in way

21 we didnt know exactly to which group to connect

22 ourselves where they are going we didnt know

23 exactly so our luck because know the group that

24 went before us when they took us to we went to

25 Berkinow Auschwitz there was one who went to
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RADDON and they really were much better off than we

are but it wasnt concentration camp it was

working camp. It was two different things two

different conditions arbeitsiager and concentration

camp. Concentration camp you were there to finish

you off. Arbeitsiager they kept you because it was

important jobs for them either for the Army for

ammunition or things like this they kept you.

Whoever fell off or you got sick they finished you

10 off sent you to the concentration camp and gas

11 chambers. But arbeitslager itself didnt have gas

12 chamber you know what mean it was like regular

13 camp.

14 So anyway our bad luck we just got cut off

15 so many they counted up and we got cut off and we

16 couldnt make it to this RADDON so we went we

17 fell into the next one and we went to Auschwitz

18 Berkinow. Berkinow was even worse than Auschwitz.

19 Q. You were in Berkinow

20 A. was in Berkinow yes. Auschwitz was its the same

21 thing. The thing Auschwitz was for them little

22 nicer. Everything was little nicer there in case

23 there was an inspection from the Red Cross like

24 because they probably had some there also from

25 prisoners imagine so. Because they say they
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sometimes had inspections there. And Berkinow was

the little heaven. There was all the gas chambers

and when we now want to tell you before now

wait minute Im just getting you know all mixed

up.

Q. Wait second Im going to

A. Well didnt go with me. Let me straighten this out

because Im getting like said carried away and

thinking about time when we got cut off and my

1G mother was still with me.

11 The next time we went to selection before

12 they took us to this other you know to send away

13 from MYDONIC. MYDONIC was the place where we had

14 been.

15 Q. That is right.

16 A. And by the way want to tell you you hear probably

17 about this German you know they caught this main SS

18 woman she was in NYDONIC and had to testify.

This is where the place was. She was always going

20 for those big dogs and put it on you. The dog could

21 tear you up. We called her Ulga the Slay Girl we

22 called her. When you saw her come you better hide

23 oh you better hide. Its unbelievable that woman

24 could be so sadistic. So anyway the next you see

25 TERRADAM when they took all the girls they didnt
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go to selection they just counted up so many and

unlucky like told you they cut us off they took so

many people and we were just on the end and me and my

mother and other few girls from my home town we were

just you can imagine hcw we felt. So finally we

went to the other one and we went to selection.

0. Yeah. Well explain what selection is

A. selection is you have standing there as matter

of fact he is still alive Mengele t4engele Mengele

10 is still alive in South America or someplace in

11 Bolivia or wherever. can still picture him. He

12 was standing and he was going through you had to

13 take off all your clothes you went through and

14 listen by the way have some poems read too

15 wrote after the war when after was shot have

16 some poems.

17 0. want to see that after.

18 A. Yes it just came to me. And so they put my mother

19 like to left and me to right. At that moment

20 cannot tell you and only God only God could feel my

21 heart when this separation came when they took away

22 my mother on this side and knew and she knew and

23 they didnt let me go even if wanted to go on her

24 side you see we were selected we were picked you

25 had to go where they want you to go. So went with
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the girls who was supposed to be deported to the next

camp this was Berkinow Auschwitz and my mother was

held up to be sent to the gas chamber. So let me

tell you will never forget this in my life. They

took us to told you about those fields. For

some reason for overnight we had to stay in this

field in the next morning they make BLOCKSBURRY

which means you cannot go outside you have to go

into the barracks and no one can be outside. And we

10 knew whenever they made those BLOCKSBURRYS this was

11 time when they were taking people to the gas

12 chambers from the fields.

13 0. And let me tell you Morrie would force myself in

14 you couidnt open the door and opened the little

15 bit of door with force and to look out through and

16 through the the fence saw my mother walking with

17 another lady from our home town they hold each other

18 on their arms and this just the same night when

19 they took us you know to give us bath before they

20 send us away and knowing in this same place and this

21 where took the bath there was the gas chambers and

22 knew that the night before that she was killed.

23 Its also that they are taught that my mother knew

24 that she was going to death. This is was what

25 was just broke down completely the same night
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because COUld see her because she stayed and she

falls in the gas chambers before my eyes and was

very very down for day and days and days and days.

Q. Did you have anyone to turn to

A. Now can talk about it. couldnt even talk about

it. Like this was just terrible on me knowing that

she knew that she was going to her death. Its not

like you know you get sneaked in like they are

telling you you are going to take bath and you

10 didnt know and things like this in the beginning

11 but she knew that she was going to her death. So

12 from there this was my start and went to Berkinow

13 Auschwitz. And there was hell. This was hell.

14 Q. Did you know people in Berkinow Auschwitz before you

15 got there

16 A. Before was going with people were some from our

17 home town what knew were all in. this camp and this

18 was you know you kind of you stick to each other

19 you see when you knew someone wheLe you got

20 acquainted you stick to each other. And this was

21 hell. You had there at least what remember four

22 gas chambers.

23 Q. What did you have to do while you were there What

24 was your daily activities

25 A. In the beginning they call us like quarantine they
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kept us in quarantine and you couldnt do you

know they do anything except they took us out every

day and you could just some kind of dirty heavy work

like carrying rocks from one place to another. Just

something to kill you off you know to finish you

off. Not that it was anything you know that you

saw result of it that is right. No results just to

torture you just to torture you.

well so finally from this quarantine they

10 starting taking out girls. tell you you had to be

11 lucky even in camp. And some of out girls they got

12 into jobs like selecting clothes. And this was out

13 of the camp where the train where they used to come

14 in there and they had they call it EPIC this

15 group the commander they called him. And the girls

16 were wearing special uniforms like in the camp to

17 recognize that you cannot escape. Its blue and

18 white stripes. But they were very lucky because they

19 could find there always some little food. In

20 selecting the clothing they could even come upon some

21 jewelry you know people were hiding. But they had

22 to really take their life in their hands you see if

23 they could find that.

24 But anyway also want to tell you when we

25 came in in this camp they shaved us off completely
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see didnt have any hair. We all looked like

monkeys all like monkeys.

Q. Is that where you got your number too

A. That is right they tattooed us.

Q. What is the number

A. 48689. And this here that little triangle that

means Im Jew. Because they had also some there

political prisoners from Germany and they carried

they took two of them too but they gave them

10 different definition different sign.

11 Well anyway was in this hell until 1945

12 in
13 Q. Do you want to talk more about

14 A. Yes want to talk more about it. So my luck

15 called in Commando which was walking we had to

16 walk kilometers and kilometers every day and you are

17 counted every time when you were walking out. Right

18 in the morning like when you had to get up and clean

19 up your bunk where you was sleeping we took turns.

20 Like on the bunk where was sleeping we probably

21 were dont know gosh maybe 12 maybe 18 girls

22 on long bunk its double bunk we took turns

23 every time. always tried to be on the top.

24 didnt want to sleep in the bottom you know you had

25 more air you see. You had to fight over things like
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this. You had to fight for your survival lets put

it this way. You had to be always alert before they

wanted to do something. And being already long in

the camp you kind of got to know their tricks because

they tried to trick you in. They knew already that

if people right there where they are already know

what is going on. Like remember once working in

clothes from barracks were the soldiers were living

and we were cleaning up there you know outside

10 making dont remember exactly what it was making

11 space from anyway and here we see columns you

12 know cars which they carried that red cross on them

13 painted up like something from the Red Cross.

14 Q. Oh.

15 A. And there were all girls mostly of them from

16 Greece. And after those cars were the Red Cross

17 signatures came will never forget this in my life

18 its the most horrible thing that you can visualize

19 all naked those girls and they looked like you

20 know we cail it in the camp niuscieman. Muscieman

21 was person who was only skin and bones. And you

22 saw them all packed in like cattle in open not

23 cars but what you call them the bigger.

24 Q. Flat

25 A. No no. What you have for potatoes you haul on
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them.

Q. Trucks

A. Trucks open trucks. And they were heading to the

gas chambers and we knew. We knew there that we

were in hell and we are just waiting for our time to

happen. So you had to be very shrewd to survive.

So lets go back now again to what it was

was doing. So we walked in the fields. In the

summer worked in the fields. In the winter we

10 worked was walking many many miles. And also

11 like clothes in the summer they gave us warm clothes

12 in the winter they gave us summer clothes. And you

13 had to be always on the ball for some reason how to

14 get an extra little sweater maybe underneath you see

15 under that if you was wearing coat they took out

16 the lining they took out everything you know just

17 the cloth. And had wooden shoes and we walked

18 miles and miles. The only thing what kept me going

19 and many other girls for that matter is that we had

20 that fresh air think the conclusion because

21 comparing to the girls where they were working like

22 inside constantly without having the fresh air and

23 not having enough food they were really passing away

24 like flies. And what kept me going is the fresh

25 air. Now when look back see what it was. Even
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was hungry but had enough you know the fresh air

what kept me.

And we worked very hard on those fields in

the winter. We used to walk many times on the way we

used to see the blocks places with blood because of

some of the men were passing out we are walking

through and seeing all those things.

And we worked in the cold air it was

windy and they used to bring us like noontime we

10 used to get little hot soup until they served it

11 was already cold until the soup last you until the

12 evening. You had two rations the soup and at

13 evening they give you two slices of bread again and

14 sometimes like little piece of like margarine1

15 little piece of margarine.

16 0. And you could never steal food

17 A. No you couldnt well steal one from each other.

18 The only asset what some people had like you had

19 friend working inside the kitchen they could sneak

20 out something and give you extra you see if you had

21 friend. But otherwise you were just on your own.

22 had habit which something inside of me the nature

23 was telling me to do. For example when we had that

24 ration ate it up didnt keep it for the next

25 day. Because my theory was like this if would
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stretch this little bitty piece like the girls did

you ate just the one bite you put it away the little

bite you had only those two slices so thought if

gIve my stomach once eat little bit more will

be able to fight and not to shrink completely myself

inside.

And think this really was wiser than

saw the other girls what they were doing they were

just like shrinking they were shrinking from day to

10 day. Of course was also already rnuscleman

11 just was bones and skin let me tell you. And knew

12 anytime If something comes up selection will

13 not make it will not go through and Im going to

14 tell you later about it.

15 also want to tell you about this special

16 girl that she bears mentioning. She was with me from

17 my home town and we were just like sisters and she

18 slept

19 Q. What was her name

20 A. Oh it will come to me gosh. Franka Franka. She

21 came from very good family from our home town. She

22 was older than am because she was already attending

23 the gymnasium and was still in public school

24 because she was older. Arid she became she had

25 this sicknesses malaria. And Morrie it used to
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come at night this girl used to you know you

tremble you get the shivers and tried always my

best to put over another little blanket if had

anything extra. And she couldnt eat also. tried

to change to switch with the girls the Gentiles we

had Gentile girls over there too. They were allowed

to get packages from home. Well even in our

instance we didnt have anybody and they wouldnt

allow to send any you knew any Jewish for Jewish

10 people you know any package even if you had for

11 example Gentile who would like to do it you

12 couidnt.

13 And so like an apple or they had something

14 well maybe in package she had little piece of

15 cake or something she wanted to trade it in so

16 used to. But one day she couldnt go to work

17 anymore. And you see in the camp in this particular

18 camp you had to be every day out to work. If you

19 stayed behind for example you say dont feel good

20 today cannot go out to work they had another

21 field. This Berkinow was so big like city such

22 tremendous place dont know how many many

23 thousands and thousands of people. Because they had

24 fields like womens field the women were not

25 together with the men they were all separated. They
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had there field with Gypsies all Gypsies

families they had big field. And they had

prisoners of war too Russian you know on different

fields. Every field was different.

So one day she said she cannot make it1 she

cannot go to work. And begged her said Franka

if you not go we knew what to expect they take

you to the hospitals we called it Revere yes we

call it Revere. This was there we had few girls

10 where they wearing the white uniforms like nurses

1. you know supposed to be. And they were the lucky

12 ones too they had enough food you see the nurses

13 and over there you had whoever felt the sick. Arid

14 then they came and they took out some of those sick

15 people to the gas chambers. So knew begged her

16 said Please dont go dont go. She said No

17 cant. And she went. She went and for some

18 reason she stayed there not too long and she came

19 back. She was one of the lucky ones still that she

20 didnt you know they didnt take her away. And

21 then again started feeling very bad and she stayed on

22 and the second time she went and never came back.

23 They took her away. It was very hard on me.

24 always remember this girl so vividly.

25 Q. What did you talk about in the other inmates then
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A. The only time most of the time we were talking is

really always if somebody heard about you know

whispered what is on the outside what about the

English you know or the Americans are they coming

and the Germans are all ready and the war will last

too long you know things like this. And then we

were always talking about what is going on inside

what the you know what they are doing in the gas

chambers we hear about. Because in the gas chambers

10 they were working they were our men working inside

11 they worked there they were stationed there. They

12 werentt they say on the like we were on the

13 fields they were not on the fields they were

14 stationed right in the crematorium they were just on

15 the top stations. And those men if you had someone

16 who knew you from your home town if he knew you

17 sometimes they used to come like you know even in

18 camp there were some people lets say if you were an

19 electrician or plumber and things like this you

20 could get always little more ration than even the

21 German if you were close with them you know they

22 were you know especially goodhearted they could

23 give you something. It all depends.

24 So sometimes notice that some girls would

25 have if they knew someone who had little more food
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that those men would hand over to them. But you had

to be very you know lucky.

Toward the end Im going to tell you there

was you know someone from our home town this was

already before liquidation and someone told them

that there is girl from his home town he knew my

brother and he sent through this girl he sent

she was working out in the field and he was there out

of the field and he sneaked out package to her from

10 mc. never forget this. This was one time was

11 very you know well anyway this camp was always

12 going on selections. For example like in the morning

13 they count you in the morning. You had to go outside

14 even no matter how cold it was unless It was such

15 raIn that they couldnt themselves go and count you

16 so you had to stay in sit or stand where you were

17 sleeping and they would go over and count it inside

18 if the weather was that way you see. But most of

19 the time you were counted outside. Then in the

20 evening appeal we called it appeal they used to

21 give you signals like blowing you know on the

22 whistle and you had to be outside. So in the

23 morning and in the evening you had to be counted.

24 Sometimes you used to go through in the

25 rows and just look at you if he didnt like your
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face just for some reason he didnt like you just

took your number and that is it. They took your

number. They didnt take you out right away

sometimes but left you around for few days and

then they make BLOCKSPEL again. told you before

what was BLOCKSPEL. You cannot go outside. The

whistle blows whistle all the fields and everybody

have to be inside.

And then like one day this was will never

10 forget this in my life again it was around

11 Christmastinie and they came up in the inside in the

12 block and start calling off those numbers what they

13 took when you were standing they called you down

14 you can imagine you had to go down and you knew you

15 were going to the gas chamber. Do you know what is

16 it No one can even realize that moment of feeling

17 that you know you are going to your death. So girl

18 which she is still alive she lives in Massachusetts

19 and am in touch with her edhead two redheads

20 they were twins. Well two sisters dont remember

21 whether they were twins. Well anyway one of her

22 sisters was called off on this transport never

23 forget this because after they took her sister away

24 kind of was close with her and she was very good to

25 me because she was we call it STUBENDINS.
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STtJBEN-DINS was the ones they worked inside. They

didnt have to go out and work but they had to clean

the block the you know inside. And so they could

get little soup little more or even they could

sneak potatoe. Someone worked for example if

worked in the fields sometimes you could sneak but.

really if they catch you you are dead. So if you got

little potato and you take little water if you

could only make little fire in little part and

10 she was in there inside in the block she could do

11 it. So once you see this finger here told you once

12 about it never told you this girl after they took

13 away her sister we got you know together kind of

14 close and she helped me as much as she could. And

15 dont know from what it happened that started

16 getting an infection from this.

17 0. In the thumb

18 A. In the thumb right. This thumb became that big and

19 black. And it was so painful but didnt stay on.

20 was still walking out every day outside. And at

21 that time worked building road. We did

22 everything. Listen cannot go through and tell you

23 everything. We built road with stones and you had

24 to carry those stones big stones. You can imagine

25 no gloves and the cold and this was could see
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stars. worked all the ones have to tell you you

know lorrey was it lorrey you know what is lorrey

it goes on like train.

Q. On tracks

A. On tracks. And they are made big from iron probably

or metal and they are very you can put lot of

things and you push it.

G. Yes.

End of tape 3A.

10 Fill them up again and fix the track. What

11 can tell you. Well going back you see to what

12 started telling you before Morrie.

13 Q. Your tongue

14 Yeah about my tongue. So one day come home and

15 here was red line all the way. So we knew what you

16 call it

17 Q. Gangrene

18 A. Yeah when you get already red spot.

19 Q. Infection

20 A. This is infection that your poison goes out. So we

21 had one we call you know like nurse in the block

22 more or less and she had few ointments and things

23 like this. When showed this to her she said

24 listen she had such black ointment we called it at

25 home oh it has something which you have in the
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matches substance.

Q. Sulfur

A. Sulfur that is right. It was black. First she gave

me some real hot boiling water the girl when told

her she lost her sister. She brought me the boiling

water. She said put it in and soak it. Then after

that she brought me this sulfur ointment and put it

all over the way here all the way here. And she

told me if this will not soften tonight then this is

10 it then Im gone because they will not cut off

11 hand over there would have to you know perish.

12 So you can imagine with something like this

13 days you would need penicillin you would need what

14 else to cure it. And got up in the morning and it

15 was soft. See From then on it was starting getting

16 soft and the poison the pus it opened and it

17 started draining to come out. Then started getting

18 better. So this one you see is much bigger and

19 this already looks good. Every time it started came

20 on it started growing new nail it couldnt grow

21 because of the coldness you know and it fell off

22 again you see it didnt have the warmness and the

23 care. Well what else can tell you Morrie

24 Q. Were you well liked in the camps Were people trying

25 to help you because they liked you
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A. Well the girls for example they knew me from my

home town. They tried to help me. Like had few

girls they were from the same school we went to the

same class like one girl and her sister. And what

was her name Eisenberg yeah Eisenberg two girls.

And they were working in like explained to you

before when you work in one of the clothes from the

people what they caine in. She had always little

extra you know when she came home the food the

10 soup. She wasnt so hungry so used to come there

11 to her block where she was and she used to give me

12 little soup or an extra piece of bread if she had.

13 This was great big help.

14 Q. Were there any things you used to think about lot

15 while you were in the camp while you were working

16 Were there some thoughts that used to come to you

17 frequently

18 A. Always the thought of the liberation. Where are the

19 liberators Why you know most of the time this is

20 what you were talking about. And many times we sang

21 songs very often and nostalgic songs talked about if

22 we got together for example in the barracks because

23 at work you shouldnt work one to another you see

24 you had to be quiet. And when you had that little

25 break what they gave you you still had to be you
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know you could then you could talk little bit

but mostly whether already before you went to sleep

or you was like if they had big holiday like you

know Christmas they gave you day you didnt work

we stayed. And Sundays they didnt take us out to

work dont think so. But you always like say

Morrie you was thinking about the freedom or yoU

Survive. You want it you survive. There are

times really you gave up you thought this is it you

10 know there is no use to fight. And always you think

11 about if you be lucky you know to survive and to

12 give you freedom and you didnt dream about

13 anything just to be even forest just to be free

14 just to be free. And you was always naturally

15 hungry. And seeing the things you know like people

16 always go. You always were surrounded with death

17 lets put it this way always with death.

18 forgot also to mention when was in

19 MYDONIC the first thing what we face my mother was

20 still alive at that time. They called us like one

21 evening and all from the almost the camp and two

22 girls tried to escape and they didnt make it they

23 caught them. So they hung them in the middle of

24 big space they brought everybody you had to march

25 there and you had to stay and look. If you looked
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this way if she saw you doing it the SS woman would

come up and slap you make you looking straight.

And what gave me also the initiative not to

forget because one of this the girls when she stepped

up to her death she had so much well dont know

how to explain because she spit on the SS woman and

she said to us in Polish not to forget not to

forget. And whenever you know comes up it always

gives me the power of this thought the girl you

10 know to talk about it and let people know about it

11 of this girl what she said not to forget.

12 And when was in Auschwitz Berkinow we

13 saw hangings too. But this hanging this girl

14 dont know how she did she had uniform from one of

15 the SS woman. She worked think inside helping

16 them you know cleaning up their place and she must

17 have got some extras and she tried to escape and they

18 caught her. And we watched her hanging. Before they

19 took her to you know to hang she cut her veins

20 yes.

21 And really many girls like for example

22 from Greece they couldnt make it because the

23 climate the climate was terrible there you know

24 cold. They come from warm country and we had over

25 there cold. They were just like flies dying away
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like flies.

The most hardy element the hardest element

was from Poland the Jews from Poland because we had

harder conditions you see at home that we could.

survive more to take all of the harsh you know. You

see when the bedtime came you know like rains and

things like this it was so hard just if you really

had lot of courage to commit suicide it was very

easy. And lot of the girls from Poland see they

10 were already on higher level like the French

11 Poland the Belgian they were other much higher

12 level or even the German Jew then the Polish Jew.

13 And some of those girls from those countries they had

14 more guts to commit suicide. You just had to step up

15 and put your hand on one of those fences see they

16 were electric they were electric. Those were

17 electric. And we had those happening.

18 Q. How long were you in that camp

19 A. In this camp was two years almost two years.

20 came in in fall and was in the winter and

21 summer. dont know how made it really dont

22 know. went through so many selections. have to

23 tell about those selections like we used to come from

24 work for example and instead to take us to our

25 barracks they surrounded our column yes and they
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take us to the wash place. We knew right away

knew right away when they take us there that is for

selection. See over there they are already being

that long you knew what all their tricks like told

you before and you had to be ahead of them. And

saw right away there was one Tolber was his name

and he was the crematorium man. He looked like the

meanest thing you can over see tail mean man. When

you saw Tolber you knew this is it. So let me

10 explain to you this was the selection what went

11 through and knew if have to go through this

12 selection will not make it because knew how was

13 already botn.

14 Once even before went through selection

15 they just caught us in place that just couldnt

16 do anything had to go through and had to leave

17 this up to God. So went through and he hold me up

18 that Mengele was still alive and he asked me how old

19 am and just listen still have to believe in

20 greater power if you have to survive just something

21 told me said to tell him at that time that was at

22 that time that was 16 told him Im 15. Because

23 knew Itm so you know skinned up and maybe thought

24 he will think Im still you know young little

25 girl that you know and he asked inc and he let me
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through.

So for example this selection when it came

you know once when we came in and knew if have

to go through know Im gamble with my life will

not be able to go through. So here you are here is

the place where the bath place you know they give

you that bath here is the front yeah here is the

front and here is the back the back end. So they

didnt take us to the front they took us here to the

10 back yeah. And here right in here next is big

11 ditch and next to the ditch is the electrical fence

12 and way up there on the side way up on the top is the

13 tower the watch tower. And between this ditch and

14 this building was just barely little you know

15 like grass you had to hold on almost to the wall

16 to go through you see it was just about that much

17 that you could you know go through and if not you

18 fall into the ditch. And the wall was

19 Q. smooth

20 A. It wasnt smooth. Smooth you wouldnt be able to

21 hold on. It was like what we have bricks like

22 bricks like brick wall. Now we are standing

23 here Morrie and we have to go inside and here is

24 our inaudible still standing have been thinking

25 knew Im not going to make it so Ivm laying it
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off laying it off and inside here he is standing

and segregating selecting you either right or left.

The ones what he thought still look right were you

know they led them through and they came back to the

front to the camp and the ones what he didnt like

they were kept right inside there and from there

marched you know took them with him on truck to

the gas chambers. So here am in the last minute

said will take either death knew would not

10 make the selection will have to take the chance

11 went up here was holding onto the wall holding on

12 and tripping and tripping and came up here to the

13 front all those selected.

14 Q. Incredible.

15 A. Yes.

16 Q. You took the right chance because they could have

17 seen you from the watch tower.

18 A. Even from the watch tower yes he could see. took

19 chance and made it.

20 Now the other time will tell you was

21 selection the same manner but they didnt let us

22 stand at the front but they took us all in inside

23 and right in here was little steps you know steps

24 steps up higher like for steam bath when you go

25 take arid we were sitting all the way on the steam
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bath on those steps. Right here to your right from

the steps were chambers one chamber two chambers

dont know how many chambers. Those chambers inside

weic piled up almost to the ceiling with packages

like this packages with clothes where they were

already disinfected with the people they came in. So

one split of second saw the tower guard go inside

and saw that Mengele and knew not be able to go

through it. So run in here in one of those

10 chambers and buried myself in through the you

11 know under those packages way in the bottom.

12 And while was running in few girls

13 noticed and they started running in so what do you

14 think the guards noticed that they were running and

15 he comes in in this chamber Morrie he takes his

16 rifle and he goes with the rifle through to find

17 those girls because he saw them and the girls you

18 know the Gentile girls told on us too they said

19 they saw us run in there the Jewish girls.

20 He takes out one takes out two and he

21 asks then in German is there anybody else. They

22 didnt see me where you know have buried because

23 they came in little later they saw me maybe but

24 they didnt remember whom he took out and who was

25 there. They didnt know. And he was still going.
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You can imagine my heart was going like this. will

never forget this moment. Because if he goes in you

know he had to drag me out. But could feel it

close from me that he was going through. God wanted

me to survive again. And after this was over went

out quietly because with this time what they did you

see they did it differently the ones what he

selected to go to the gas chambers he took them out

and the ones where they are not you know going to

10 you see how they did they always did it differently

11 they left them right there taking bath they left

12 them inside the bath house. And the others they took

13 them right away out. So after it was quiet went

14 out and was with the girls where they stayed on.

15 But always took chances you see. dont know

16 dont know really when think about it its

17 unbelievable to myself.

18 Q. And meanwhile those selections some of your good

19 friends went.

20 A. Yeah sure. it was very very just like say it

21 happened to be that my barrack where was right here

22 fence and after that fence was crematorium. It

23 happened to be barrack arid another barrack and

24 another barrack. Where stayed was right close to

25 the fence where the crematorium was and the gas
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chambers. So you can imagine at night for exampe if

it was light night and we saw and hear it with my

ears people shoveling they shoveled them like shovel

potatoes from those trucks and you hear people

SMISWELL SMISWELL never forget this in my life

again in my ears screaming those words from our

Jews.

And this was hell. If there was hell was

already in it. There were times toward the end when

10 they start already when we were even in the camp

11 there was one lodge you probably hear of lodge in

12 Poland this was the only city where they still had

13 some Jews after even our Judenstadt already was

14 cleared. And from this one day saw and have

15 this poem what wrote when they came in those Jews

16 they came in by truckload little bitty children.

17 will never what can tell you Morrie it was

18 during the daytime because usually they hushed it

19 up they used to do it in the evening at night. But

20 later it was going probably bad for them you see they

21 started doing it opening and worked to that day

22 will never forget this again in the fields where

23 fields from carrots and things like this were growing

24 there you know it was very close from the

25 crematorium there is so many crematoriums took you
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maybe four or five maybe who knows but four know

for sure. And they were bringing those little

children and this SS man who was in charge of our

group where we work and it happened so in this

commander where worked in this field were lot of

Gentile girls too were just few Jewish girls and

hear them saying the Ss man he said to one of these

Polish girls he said God he said understand when

they kill the older ones but what did little angels

10 like this what kind of sinning did they do An SS

11 man that he himself was moved when he saw those

12 little bitty little angels going to death.

13 And there were times before you know this

14 liquidation there they were bringing in so many Jews

15 from maybe even other camps what they were

16 liquidating and bringing in to Auschwitz to

17 I3erkinow. And Morrie they didntt have enough even

18 gas to kill those people. The crematoriums were

19 still going night and day you could see the black

20 smoke all the time the smoke and that they had to

21 burn them in piles outside. And daddy has cousin

22 what is his name oh God forget it and he is

23 alive and he told us he saw two people if you had

24 very strong heart and if the gassing wasnt you

25 know sufficient they were still alive and they were
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running half alive was burning half body mean

half body was burning everybody was still in good

condition they were running they say where they

running they cou1dnt run far. That kind of hell

was Derkinow.

And also closer to the end they were making

all kind of changes making all kind of changes.

They start you know well there are so many there

were less and less people and then they started

10 sending away all the Polish people the girls from us

11 they send them away to different we never knew

12 exactly where they send them but they took them out

13 and we were just the Jewish girls that were left and

14 the Jewish men.

15 And finally was tranferred from one field

16 to another field and was working at that time in

17 VAYBAR-RYE. Do you know what VAY-BAR-RYE is We

18 took over what the Christian girls used to do and

19 like we made from materials pieces of materials you

20 made like you know braid you braided them. And

21 what else did they make Yes they really you know

22 yes we made those and this was going to this

23 particular work what did we made first then and

24 then you know put together dont know its like

25 little leather you know here one piece and here one
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piece and here two pieces but it had to be strong

but it had to be really try them out if they were

strong enough. The Christian girl was in charge of

it before they took her way she was in charge she

said to the SS man that am so good you know was

helping her that should take over her work. So

was above those girls for little while. And they

came out you see this was getting little toward

the end and they started come up with different

10 approaches like if you today he would come in and

11 tell you we want ten pieces you know if you make

12 the ten pieces who will make the ten pieces will get

13 an extra piece of bread lets do it this way. SO

14 what do you think the girls were doing it. But they

15 didnt know the next day he will come and ask for the

16 same little piece of bread and he will ask 15. See

17 he was going to take you out. So had to kind of

18 tell one girl what is going on. And this was like

19 sabotaging and had to be careful. One day he comes

20 in and you have to be very responsible mentioned

21 to you before this one for the bombs you see they

22 put in the bomb in it the carry the pack they

23 packed the bombs in it. They had to be very

24 before we did it we had to really pull on and pull on

25 them to see if it was very strong. And there comes
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commissioner from Auschwitz and he tries those you

know they look like told you like braids and he

tries on those braids and they break so who is

responsible he calls me. And Morrie he was

beating rue up cannot tell you was just almost

unconsciOus. When got out when he left me alone

got out from the barrack and went into the latrine

and there was all bleeding and took some water and

really dont know how survived it the way he boat

10 rue up.

11 Q. Just with his hand

12 A. His feet with his you know kicking feet. And

13 really dont know. really dont know. The girls

14 just. couldntt believe it.

15 And there was again girl from my home

16 town we kind of you know were close and tried to be

17 together you know. There were several girls they

18 knew my brother and things like this so there was

19 lot of people from daddys home town lot of

20 girls. remember their names when tell him all

21 about thorn he knew them yes.

22 Q. You ended the war in that camp then

23 A. NO.

24 Q. No

25 A. When it started getting also want to mention
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another thing. Before the end this was already

toward the end year for sonic reason they probably

needed blood. The Jewish blood wasnt good but it

looks like they used it probably for the soldiers it

had to be. So they had started getting blood from

our girls. And so again they came in and when they

had your number you were in you couldnt do

anything. And look at here no food nothing you

know to hold you and when they took some blood from

10 you how can you go on. The girls some of them you

11 know passed out.

12 So when my bunker when was what you

13 call it bunker yeah bunker where was sleeping

14 was toward the end for example this is the place

15 here are the bunkers here are the bunkers and mine

16 was right in here and here was little window and

17 it was broken it wasnt you know the glass wasnt

18 there And right there when saw them coming in

19 knew they were going to do something so what do you

20 think did sneaked out through the window and

21 went to the latrine and stayed in the latrine there

22 until saw that its clear that they came out. You

23 see they came in you cculdnt go out closed. They

24 went through the place and just called you whoever

25 they want to took down your name then they came and
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called and you go and take blood. Can you imagine

that It was just unbelievable unbelievable. It

was remember it was also like around January in

the winter you could pick up bread as much as you

wanted to in the camp because it was such epidemic

and the girls were just dying. It was terrible. So

that you didnt have to bread was all over they

couldnvt eat. Whatever the ration they got it was

laying just around. Those kind of times. But

10 think my willpower to live to survive was so great

11 in me and God gave me at that time very like

12 told you quick orientation and that helped me to

13 go through.

14 Q. You really wanted to survive.

15 A. wanted to survive. The will to live was so great

16 in me. remember again you had to sometimes kind of

17 play up if you something too heavy work and if you

18 can get out you better get out because you know you

19 are not going to be able to take it too long. You

20 see this is what practiced. But sometimes you paid

21 for it. Like when we were building this road and

22 that carrying those big stones back and forth for

23 mile back you know dont know how far we had to

24 carry them back and forth that was torture. So

25 sometimes when already they had to go back instead of
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go back used to go to the latrine and sit there

you know until they went away. would rather be

working on the road making you know with this how

do you call it.

Q. Pick

A. Pick yes picking up the dirt and working like that

than to carry you see. So one day there was

German you know they usually those German like

prostitutes they were in the camp they were always

1C better they had better rations than we had. And

11 they were over us you see they were over us

12 watching us. But still there were SS men on top of

13 them. We had SS men with dogs you see watching

14 us. So she caught me in the latrine and she really

15 poked me she was beating me up right here.

16 Q. Around the mouth.

17 A. The mouth and she broke one tooth. She broke one

18 tooth. And the other one was just shaky so later on

19 lost the other one too. So that is what will

20 show you how the life was there.

21 Q. So when the war

22 A. also want to tell you another episode what is

23 standing in my mind. There were few men who tried

24 also to escape and they didnt make it. Its very

25 it was very hard so dont know if anyone just
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dont know anyone who escape from there unless

person who was maybe going its also even in the

town you could never make it because you had this

tattoo the number. There were about three men

believe and after they hung him that wasnt enough

they put him on what you call it those what you the

soil when you dig the soil what do we have

Q. Lawn mower

A. No not lawn mower.

10 Q. Something you till the soil

11 A. Tools one of those tools you have when you dig up

12 the dirt shovel. They put the shovels in the dirt

13 like standing and they put those dead men on those

14 shovels like this. See after they took them off from

15 the after they hung him. And you had to go

16 marching through. This was in mens camp and we

17 saw it through the you know wire. And for few

18 days they kept them like this. And everybody had

19 every time you know marching through and look at

20 this.

21 Now will tell you how it was then that

22 they didnt survive there. So when it start the war

23 going bad for the Germans and the Russians started to

24 get closer whoever was sick they finished them off

25 and before they left they tried not to leave any
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proof you see so they tried to confiscate the gas

chambers and things like that and the crematoriums.

And they took us Morrie we walked for several days

and before they took us on this walking mission they

gave us will never forget what you got piece of

bread ration of bread and can with horse meat.

This was our ration for walking. And we walked

dont know how many kilometers. And one night we

stayed over in barn in very large barn. Why

10 want to tell you about this barn because it happened

11 so that night in this barn several girls escaped.

12 And you can imagine that read this book Eva

13 think mentioned to you about this book think

14 Regina has it still and this girl was among those

15 who escaped that night. And she writes about this in

16 her book about this big barn and this place where we

17 stayed over and how she escaped and was there.

18 So after in this walking want you to know

19 there was another girl from my home town very

20 intelligent girl but she was starting in French she

21 was also older than was and she was delicate

22 thing. And you had to walk. If you stayed behind

23 you know what they did they asked you if they give

24 you ride. They had some sleds at that time because

25 it was already winter they put on you the sled so
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you dont have tc walk. They wouldnt tell me

wouldnt go on the sled because knew better what

they will do. But still from our people the girls

even being there dont know why they for some

reason they still believed them. And tried to help

her she just couldnt walk she couldnt make it.

And told her keep going we help you we keep on.

She said no cannot go cannot walk better go

on the sled. Do you know what they did they took

10 them on the sled and then you know rushed them to

11 we had forests we were passing by some forests and

12 you could hear shoot shoot shoot shoot shoot.

13 Kill them all. Shot them shot them al. She never

14 made it. There were lot of girls like this. So

15 kept on. walked. If saw that Im getting

16 little you know already behind was rushing up not

17 to be on the last ones. And we walked and walked

18 until they took us to Dachau.

19 They took us first on those cattle cars

20 first is that right. We were going all those cattle

21 cars Morrie all over Germany dont know what

22 places we were. This is already the time when they

23 were going by the Americans used to come and bomb and

24 we used to hear bombing at night. We only prayed

25 they would come and bomb where we are. And this was
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really when go back this is what kept us think

going. That always the news that they are going to

lose the war. And then we realIzed that the bombing

you know was coming closet we could hear at night

you could see the blasting. It came so close they

were bombing right there in Auschwitz see not too

far fiom Berkinow. only prayed they bomb up the

places you know in camps. So you started getting

kind of little more courage.

10 But in the meanwhile we were in the box

11 cars open box cars if you can imagine winter and

12 you had to give blankets you carried blanket

13 before they took us on that march. And you used to

14 one sit down like this at night. It was just

15 horrible. It was horrible. So they took to us

16 Dachau you heard about Dachau. And in Dachau they

17 segregated like for example so many box cars with

18 girls went to BROSROSEN was death camp also and

another part went to BergenBelsen and came in the

20 Bergen-Belsen.

21 Q. That is where Hiam was and Aaron was in

22 Bergen-BelSen

23 A. Arron was in Bergen too he was yes he was after

24 the war. He was liberated at BergenBelsen. No

25 Arron wasnt liberated at BergenBelsen. Daddy that
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is where met daddy after the war.

Q. Ieee.

A. So in BergenBelsen comparing to other you know

camps wasnt so bad because we didnt go through any

selections but what they did there it was epidemic

and no food.

0. That is right.

A. No food. The men were there walking you could see

skeletons dragging skeletons. In this camp also

10 again by having you know from girls what they

11 happened to be before us there worked in the kitchen

12 and they needed some girls in the kitchen. But

13 wasnt strong enough to work in the kitchen but there

14 was peeling room where you peeled those potatoes

15 was rare thing once in great great while for

16 holiday1 but they had yellow yellow things what

17 you give to the cows. forget.

18 Q. Corn

19 A. No not corn.

20 Q. Squash

21 A. It looks like squash its like radish yellow

22 radish. Lets call them radishes big ones So

23 being in this peeling place close by the kitchen

24 was right in heaven you see could also have an

25 extra piece to eat an extra little soup you know
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from the girls when they pushed right there in the

kitchen you follow me and not only that but not to

bring to the camp but they marched us back to camp to

bring little for some other girl back little bit

soup you know. And you cover it up on the top with

somethi.ng or even under my the clothes used to

sneak in sometimes you know. End of tape 3B.

Part of the story is obviously missing at

the start of tape 4A.

10 you can see the 35 women round up

11 there. And so we stayed there until it came lets

12 see 1945 April April 15th was my liberation date

13 1945 from BergenBelsen. So now will tell you

14 about this day that liberation day.

15 So working here Im working in the peeling

16 room. And in this peeling room in the front we

17 always had guard standing guard because just from

18 here is the kitchen for example yes here is the

19 kitchen and here is some windows here is some

20 and here is our peeling room. Lets put it this way

21 here is the peeling room and this is like this big

22 like you go in barn like big barn opening. And

23 inside right here is the window and Im sitting right

24 here. Im sitting right here. Here is the big table

25 and we do the peeling. And here next to me the
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French girl and here is some girls and here is some

girls sitting and there is some other tables there

also you know sitting all the girls. And this is

the to go out. And you go out and back from the

kitchen in the back there there is our latrine. YOU

had to go outside around to this latrine to give you

little idea. And there from inside in that peeling

room was the entrance to the kitchen in the

kitchen. Like said you had to be taller arid

1C stronger the girls usually they picked for the

11 kitchen work. So here we heard that the liberation

12 started.

13 Q. Okay.

14 A. And this day come we are sitting there and we see

15 that the SS men who was in charge of the kitchen very

16 jittery and the ss women none of them they didnt

17 even come. But the guard outside was still there and

18 the guards on the top was still there. They were all

19 there. And meanwhile we start hearing when the tanks

20 start coming all of the Army comes you hear it its

21 like trembling from the soil you hear tremble.

22 get very excited the girls are getting very

23 excited and just couldnt sit any more. said

24 well have to go out and like me have to go out

25 to the latrine and said there is more bigger open
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space through the fence that maybe will see

wanted to see is already the freedom coming. You can

imagine you can imagine this day nothing you can

imagine no one can imagine. And here see already

something you know coming approaching. So Morrie

now forget to tell you just before in front of this

peeling room was big pile like this piles and

piles up of those yellow radishes whatever you call

them. Now and told you just across from us was

10 mens camp and here is the opening from the mens

11 camp so in other words just see how do you call

12 it just across and right there when you look in that

13 mens camp at only in hell you could see things. You

14 could see sitting there men just skeletons and around

15 there laying like piles arid piles of skeletons.

16 It was so bad there the hunger that can

17 tell you that some Russian men were eating livers

18 from human beings. It gives you picture what it

19 was there. They didnt have to make selections there

20 because the people were just piles and piles every

21 day you could see.

22 So the going back to this when was gone

23 to the latrine yes. Now Im trying to come back and

24 meantime what is happening the men got so excited

25 they saw already the English are coming what does
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hungry man do where is he going. He starts piling

in here to the kitchen just to grab even radish

one of those radishes or inside in the kitchen. They

just got out. And the guard was still standing the

son of gun was still standing with big rifle.

And here what should have done but it was meant to

be from me instead of going back to the latrine and

stay there put would be already. So got very

you know excited wasnt thinking. wanted to go

10 just back to my place to sit down inside. wanted

11 to go back to my place but here man already running

12 and wanted to push to myself to go like wall

13 cannot do it. push myself and everybody is pushing

14 and standing like this like this was standing and

15 he was standing for example from here like he was

16 standing there like this.

17 Q. Maybe two yards

18 A. Yes and he was shooting. He was shooting and the

19 bullets hit me right here.

20 Q. In your left shoulder

21 A. Yes right here.

22 Q. Your breast. It came close to your heart.

23 A. Yes once in the middle of my heart wouidnet you

24 know that and once from the lungs.

25 Q. It went through the front of your chest and passed
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out under your arm

A. Yes the same bullet think hit another girl in the

head and killed another one. And those two qiris are

as far as know didnt survive because they got some

typhus with it and they didnt survive. had

typhus by the way dont know if mentioned to

you. had to go back to this too and tell you this

story. didnt tell you the story. Before the

ghetto had typhus and my brother had typhus. YOU

10 can only have this once in your lifetime this type

11 of typhus. You get like spots and all your body and

12 high high fever.

13 And at the moment when the bullet enters

14 you you dont know. just felt something coming

15 through my mouth and saw blood. So start at the

16 moment swallowed it back. said you know Im

17 finally noticed right there that got hit. Can

18 you imagine this moment. what can no words no

words can tell you how it feels. And you see this is

20 your end. And thinking what went through at the

21 moment so many camps and everything and here the

22 liberation is right here and will not make it. Can

23 you imagine that. So started drinking the blood

24 will never forget this. Just something in my mind

25 was telling me to drink it not to lose it. And
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wifl never forget when they came in Russian man

came in and he took me you know in his arms was

taking me closer to window like you say before yoU

know passed to see and he said in Russian to me

what means our liberation. So saw this saw the

Kramer this SS man the man who was in charge of our

camp he was later in before he came to BergenBelSefl

he was also in Auschwitz and Berkinow In the last

think short time. That Kramer was standing with

1C his hands up on truck and some other SS men.

11 c. But at the time you thought it was the last thing you

12 would ever see

13 A. That is right. They took me out all of were hid how

14 do you call it wounded yes all the wounded on the

15 front of the kitchen and the English doctor gave me

16 his first aid you know bandages.

17 And one girl among our girls she worked in

18 the kitchen will never forget her dont

19 remember her name. She spoke little English and

20 he you know explained to her you know how close

21 came you know and he didnt know whether make it

22 or not. He just gave me the first aid.

23 So after the first aid will never forget

24 this one all night was laying just on the floor on

25 one of the rugs because when the English took it over
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it was just turmoil you know they couldnt

organize things right away it had to take little

time. So after time they yes was laying one

night on this floor and the next night they took me

back to this barrack where all the wounded and this

cook from before even the typhus and everything was

there.

Q. You knew they were taking you

A. This was already for the English after the

IC liberation the liberators.

11 Q. You were conscious of the fact that you were being

12 moved

13 A. Yes was conscious. Oh yes was conscious. And

14 was laying will never forget one this way and

15 one this way in little room not even bed like

16 bunk or whatever you call it bunk bed and this

17 girl was dead all night and didnt even know. In

18 the morning they took her out. dont know who it

was. So from then on this was liberation. They

20 gave us all this camp to eat because it was only

21 sickness. It had to take out everybody from there

22 but they couldnt do it right away because they had

23 to give us first disinfect and wash up and they took

24 all the German Army where they saved all the German

25 you know the place where they had like here for the
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Army how do you call this placer cart think.

Leavenworth like Leavenworth something like

this. See this was right there in Bergen.

See Belsen was the camp and Bergen was

close to Belsen. That Bergen there is what they stay

the Army they had their place. And all of those

buildings from the Army they used it for us for all

these people the sick people. They gave us beds and

they took care of us. And after gosh never

10 forget this after started coming to myself and

11 ready to go out for little walks one day walk and

12 was lonely and suddenly hear my name calling and

13 there was girl in this kitchen who was in that

14 you know peeling room she was working the kitchen

15 and this was really something when was you know

16 got shot you know all the girls talked about it.

17 When she recognized me she thought was

18 coming back from heaven. They thought didnt make

19 it. They didnt know the girls what happened. So

20 she said Sonya its you that is she was talking to

21 me and she was telling me like one girl was keeping

22 the sweater when they took me out for the first aid

23 she kept the sweater with the bullet hcie through.

24 They didnt know what happened to me. From then on

25 we became friends. She is girl she is now in
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Israel. Yeah very prosperous very and was

with her until we got married.

Q. That is enough for one night. Next time we get

together we talk about it from that point.

A. Meanwhile it will come to me other things.

Q. Mark them down.

A. That is what should write them down. Close to the

crematorium. And Morrie when you see those bones

when worked in the soil because this is what they

10 used the ashes from the crematorium they used to use

11 it as fertilizer in the fields. Do you know the

12 feelings when you work in the fields And have

13 this you know poem like when you see those people

14 to death and they donft know not knowing you know.

15 It1s really something. One poem goes about my

16 mother. wrote in one little poem when was in Bad

17 Naiheim when was expecting with you at that time

18 Morrie. Or you were already born. It was in the

19 wintertime looked down and in the snow wrote

20 have

21 Q. What is the occasion

22 A. Now this is you know when was after the

23 liberation when was in the hospital when you know

24 when was shot and was laying in the hospital.

25 The remainder of this tape 4A was spent
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reciting poem in foreign language and translating

it into English one word at time. The witness has

apparently moved the tape recorder away from herself

and it was impossible to transcribe the balance of

this side of the tape.

So was over like in the hospital this is

1945 BergenBelSen.

ç. When you were jn the hospital you knew you werent

going to die

1C A. No this is already after got liberation. After

11 they liberated the English took me was shot was

12 laying in the hospital already. The English took

13 care of me. was already liberated.

14 Q. You knew you were going to be alive

15 A. Oh sure sure. At that moment knew already was

16 getting better. donut know if told you do you

17 have the tape on

Q. Yes.

19 A. Really

20 Q. Yes.

21 A. Oh dont know told you about when was laying

22 you know when got shot told you the story

23 dont remember and then when they took me to the

24 hospital to the first was laying in the

25 dont want to repeat myself know did already
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tell you about it hospital. It was from the camp

then they took us to place where the German

soldiers were and they turn it into hospital yes.

And there was getting better but developed

tremendous cough and one night dont know if you

believe in dreams but had to believe in it that

time. was dreaming of my father suddenly you

know by my bed he was putting some you know food

into my mouth. And this was breaking point when

10 got up had in myself feeling and said am

11 going to be all right. And there it was really

12 was getting better. So one of this little poems

13 wrote to my mother mean just mother its called.

14 In Polish it goes Witness recites poem.

15 mentioned to you probably before told

16 you many times when you were walking through when

17 they were taking those people to the crematoriums and

18 we were on the way back to the camp and they were

19 asking you you know and you couldnt say because

20 how could you have the heart already to tell them

21 they were going to their death. It wouldnt help it

22 anyway. And that is what say here they are

23 walking. Coming out the questions from their mouths

24 yes. Well they are going they are walking to their

25 death that they will in few short time will turn
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into something you know cannot explain to you

more than terrible things you know where you are

very afraid. They will come in turn into first say

then that means again in the you know into clouds

yes. And the right side. The lag grew. That means

the right side whoever you know was left on the

right side is going to the camp. They are going to

the camp. And they will when you make people working

and taking out everything of their you know their

10 body until the last like you say you take out the

11 blood out of them you know that is the way put

12 it. Until the last drop of blood sure when you

13 wasiYt already they took you anyway rnusclernarl

14 they took you anyway to the chimney. But the only

15 little bitty hope for the tomorrow maybe the miracle

16 you know it will be better you know tomorrow.

17 Like this is what we are living day to day every hour

18 the hour of liberation something will come that we

19 will survive that we may survive the tomorrow. This

20 was there you see the ones where they went to camp

21 had that you know so this is the other one.

22 Q. When it was left or right was it the SS mans left

23 and right or was it your left and right In other

24 words did he say left right

25 A. He segregate them he didnt say left right. See
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like this one yOU go through. You cant.

Q. But was it your left and right or his left and right

that was death In other words did you go to the

left that meant you were going to die or was it to

his left which was over here

A. Yeah to his left.

Q. Which would have been your right

A. Yeah.

Q. So if you went this way you were going to die it was

10 your right

11 A. Yeah.

12 0. But his left

13 A. Yes.

14 Q. Okay.

15 A. You see it all depends you know where the

16 selections were made you know. This was outside

17 and you know he was doing it. But when was

18 telling you how many times we were there when was

19 going to the selections yes they not always

20 happened like left or right but always in your mind

21 the way it was done that one group was and one group

22 was then to you know the ones they were holding

23 knew told you when we were taking the showers were

24 the ones to go to death and once they were out they

25 were still to go on and live. You follow me So
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technically speaking its still the left and right

you know there was one group here and one group

there there was always left and right we call

it the right one you know to leave and the left

one you know to die yeah.

Q. Okay that makes sense. So you were in the hospital

for how long after you got shot

A. You know when came up to poem little things that

came to me like would hear just from my own you

10 know you know myself. Witness recites

11 another poem. That means person human being

12 who goes through such tremendous punishment and pains

13 like you take what you call it steel through fire

14 then you became real human being. You follow

15 this You doiYt understand do you

16 Q. Yeah you really believe that

17 A. believe that person who goes through mean in

18 here Im writing is not that it makes better person

19 think who goes through maybe not all the time but

20 this was mine when was younger when was writing

21 this felt in myself that in some ways you become

22 more maybe understanding person for others going

23 through yourself so much in your life. But maybe

24 its not true but at that moment when was writing

25 it felt it like this.
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Q. Did you feel like stronqer person yourself

A. Oh probably did probably did. What meant

probably or not maybe so strong maybe good person

it may be definition about strong and being more

understanding should say not in the sense that you

were physically strong maybe emctionally what

meant in that time that you had more understandings

you made you more yes that is right that you

looked on the world little different you looked on

10 all kind of values different you see.

11 Of course in the years you know maybe you

12 change again but at that moment in this you know

13 where was writing it kind of felt like this and

14 was putting it into and so like here Witness recites

15 in Polish. The real true the true way in life is

16 through like the truth true mean to say with truth

17 you know no lies. The zeal for something to achieve

18 will make the means what you are going to use they

19 will be this zeal is you know something for good

20 and if you use whatever you use will be means that

21 makes it holy. For example iets say you know you

22 love Israel yes and there is some kind of means

23 that you have to do for this zeal that is your ideal

24 that means it means what you are going to use for

25 that will make it holy.
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Q. So the end6 justify the means so in other words what

you are saying if you had to kill people to like

liberate Israel then it was all right

A. YeS that is right. You know you probably keep

things and have letter here for so many years.

Look at the nice little writing that had look at

that look at that. And tell you you know how

many years this is yeah yeah this was little

poem. Oh my God and always liked it. It goes

10 Witness recites poem in Polish. The meaning is like

11 this. From my loving many times pick some roses

12 and they had red or white colors when picked them

13 but she didnt ever want to accept them. She was

14 asking for me to bring her roses blue roses. Today

15 they can color them. But there is meaning to it

16 dont know if you catch it. She asked me for the

17 blue roses. went through the world looking for

18 blue roses. But my troubles what went through you

19 know looking for those that means they cannot be

20 fulfilled because they are not existing any blue

21 roses only red and white you know. So you know

22 the meaning she didnt love him she asked him for

23 something that without existing. You understand

24 This little poem was you know for me always and

25 put it here.
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C. Why did you write that poem

A. liked it for some reason because of that meaning

you know that she asked him for something which

wasnt existing.

Q. What meaning

He loved her but she didnt love him because she was

sending him you didnt want those she wanted blue

roses which they werent in existance this is the

meaning that Kippling put.

10 Q. So do you think was --

11 A. He was looking but he came back telling her there is

12 no use for me to look there is no blue roses you

13 see. And this is something read book and took

14 it out from the book that was written by Wanda

15 Milashevka.

16 Q. Who was that

17 A. Polish writer. You have to see that little writing.

18 You have to see that little writing. Look at that.

19 was too perfect very neat. Yes. told you when

20 was going to school wasnt doing well in math and

21 the teacher gave me higher grade on account of my

22 neatness.

23 Q. Yeah.

24 A. Yeah. This have to read it to you. And this is

25 just like that.
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0. Its quote

A. Yeah you know. Witness recites in Polish. This is

May 17 1946 wrote you know in BergenBelsen.

took out and will read it to you the explanation

of it.

Q. So not long after that you got married or were you

already married by then

A. 1946 May 17 dont think So.

Q. You were married in August of that year

10 A. And this took it out of the name of the book was

11 the that means the holded clock.

12 Q. The stopped clock

13 A. Stopped clock. Means very oh fast fast it means

14 faster or rather or rather later will have to come.

15 Q. Sooner or later

16 A. Sooner or later it will have to come this moment of

17 self analyzing. And if you think that until now that

18 the life gave you just feeling of fulfillment. in

19 this moment you just tell yourself real quietly this

20 is not everything no its not. And you women you

21 lonely woman you will feel that something happened to

22 you wrong something happened to you wrong that

23 something mean that something was missing

24 missing messing you up in your life. And something

25 was really didnt supposed to mess you. You missed
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the man she doesnt write exactly the man true man

means human being for you you met him and on your

way but maybe you didtYt met him. Messed you

somebody who you could say is minor you could think

maybe he could have been mine another. In other

words she is putting it that woman shouidnt stay

single that means she is denying something what the

nature is not our this is not Our nature we

shouldnt stay alone in life you follow me

10 And naturally when the war broke out was

11 only 13 years old and it was something deep really

12 affected me. It affected me for my whole life.

13 Q. So you were recovered. How long did it take you to

14 recover in that hospital right after the war

15 A. dont know. really dont remember anymore how

16 long had been. would say probably at least

17 couple months and until you know made the

18 recovery.

19 Q. Okay.

20 A. And then think was telling you about story when

21 start taking my walk. My first walk met the

22 fellow that he was in Israel that is right. Then

23 worked in the canteen you know in that later in the

24 kitchen where cooking you know for our people was

25 you know. That was still the camp in way but it
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was an open camp you know until

Q. Didnt you want to make any effort to get back to

your borne town in Poland

A. Yes did. didnt mention to you

Q. No.

A. Yes did. After got liberated and period of

time was still quietly praying maybe was sc sure

my brother had such good chance of survival because

he had papers or Aryan you know Irish papers and so

10 was really counting that my brother maybe you

11 know he is alive. wasxYt counting of my father

12 but my brother. And one day this man from my home

13 town came and he brought me regards that my sister Is

14 alive. That was big surprise. And he was planning

15 to go back because two sisters one sister wait

16 minute dont remember exactly where he wanted to

17 go back know one sister was there or believe so

18 one of his sisters anyway. was packing up and we

19 went went and another girl.

20 Q. To where

21 A. No wait minute to Poland went with him to my

22 home town. He was from my home town this fellow.

23 And he brought me to the regard that my sister is

24 alive. So went. It was very hard journey

25 because right after the war you know. So you had to
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you had chance to you had to cliith you had to fight

over even most of the time in the windows in the

sure was climbing then that is right. And many

times we even were riding with some Russian

soldiers. Any communication you could get was

until we came to the border you see it was still

settled border between the English was liberated

in the English zone by the English you had to go

10 over on the Russian side you see. But they let us

11 through. we went through forest we thought there

12 is not going to be any Russians because we already

13 heard that sometimes you know if you have watch

14 on you or anything they will take away. As matter

15 of fact the man that was going with me they took

16 watch from him. They were asking us where we were

17 going and we told them we were going back to our

18 family and they let us through. And my gosh we

19 were gone through Warsaw. And Warsaw at that time

20 was really in rubble. Finally you know from Warsaw

21 we took one of those you know open trucks whatever

22 you call it. And finally came to the destination and

23 my sister was at that time in Warsaw when came in.

24 Then another couple of days she came back and you can

25 imagine she was telling me all about it because
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didnt know how my father and my brother perished.

Through her knew the story.

Q. Did you two decide to stick together then for awhile

A. Well just see at that time we had some property

from our you know relatives and my sister was

trying you know to kind of get this straightened

out yet you know get out of it. And she wasnt

married but she was going with boy from our home

town. And at that time to me money wasnt anything.

10 Nothing you know could really turn me on. Because

11 it was still if you all of that just you went through

12 you couldnt see that any material value was

13 important to me really nothing. It wasnt.

14 So just decided the only thing decided

15 to go back because just couldnt stay in our home

16 town. Im probably repeating myself again because

17 think mentioned at that time when you were asking

18 me when was in ray home town just couldnt face it

19 because of the memories of all of the people of our

20 people of our family of all ray girlfriends and all

21 the Jewish population what we were you know really

22 the whole city ours was in Jewish hands we were

23 probably more Jews than Gentiles and the Gentiles

24 almost were really living in the outskirts in the

25 home we had most beautiful wonderful Jewish youth
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very high highly educated. We had quite few

organizations you know at that time. Wherever you

have Jews you have organizations. Israel wasnt on

the map yet mean liberated and this one was one

that you know Israel could be this way and this way.

So we had quite few organizations and myself

belonged to the movement you know about the

movement.

Q. So the memory of all these things

10 A. Yes just couldnt just couldnt comprehend

11 this how all of these things where people worked all

12 their lives and it went into the Gentile hands they

13 had everything from us you just cannot comprehend it

14 Morrie just cant comprehend. Just visualize for

15 example this house you put it in every piece of

16 furniture every little thing in that then when you

17 have to leave this you have to go out without

18 anything with your bare hands barely belongings and

19 this was taken over by Gentile people. All of those

20 things. Tremendous you know buildings and you

21 know so just couldnt take it. And remembering

22 all of the places where could see only blood

23 blood you know all the dying people they killed

24 them you know on the streets and so on and so on.

25 And touch of reminding every place we used to live
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all things like this and all of those people who

perished went to their death how could you face it.

said to my sister Im getting out Im not going to

stay here if you want to stay on but said before

leave would like the older sister feel my

responsibility that you should get married to this

boy. just felt you know its something you

know from the old maybe country we were taught that

way. You know am the older one should look

10 after you know to leave with my good feeling she

11 got married.

12 She wasnt just going around there is

13 way did it like my own parents would like to happen

14 to be done. So she went with him came along with me

15 to Warsaw and Warsaw we went to the Rabbi and then

16 we had party and one of the places which we were we

17 were staying in restaurant. little party you

18 know we went out and got some all kind of things

19 whoever was few friends and enough to left

20 with this mind with this understanding that after

21 they were settled property and my brotherin--law was

22 already you know playing on the black market you

23 know so he had few things to take care of and this

24 is with this understanding left that my sister will

25 come along you know will meet again. Because
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went back to the English zone where was liberated.

No went back with this fellow he was going back.

And another girl we took her along from our home

town she came along. And it was really very hard

journey going back because they already decide you

know to close the borders and dont ask what we

went through We stayed for days in one place and

finally we got in with some young people they were

coming think from Russia and Russian Jews and we

10 kind of got connected with them you know and went

11 over in the train where they were and some of those

12 cars. We kind of sneaked in and kind of went through

13 the border with them.

14 Q. Now you liked Bergenl3elsen then

15 A. What

16 Q. You liked

17 A. No didnt like BergenBelsen Morrie. You see the

18 place where we were liberated were Belsen and after

19 told you you know they took us to Bergen where

20 there was the camp the English created the camp.

21 Belsen was already the place with you know where

22 all the dead came and was left. This was the

23 original concentration camp but they took us to

24 Bergen that is why you call it BergenBelsen. But

25 went back to Bergen again because was already
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acquainted had my friends you had to go someplace

where you know somebody. could go to different

camps sure.

On the way back to Bergen we stopped in

several you know places where lot of Jewish

concentration you know young people but for some

reason still wanted to go back and be with people

which knew. That was the reason went back.

And he had sister in Bergen this

10 fellow So it was not easy to traveling believe

11 me. Hours and hours waiting for those trains. It

12 was still you know after the war everything was in

13 chaos. went back and wasnt working. was

14 working you know

15 0. What did you do

16 A. told you working in the kitchen.

17 Q. You went back to the canteen

18 A. The canteen was to soldiers but then it

19 0. The civilians

20 A. The civilians.

21 Q. When did you start meeting Don at this time

22 A. Oh lets see knew daddy already before left

23 even to Poland because got to know him through my

24 girlfriend you know the fellow she is in Israel.

25 And she got to know as matter of fact knew
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Uncle Isaac before knew him but she was friend

of daddys too. They were old friends. There is

another you know because tell you my girlfriend

she was from place very close from where daddy

comes and dont know have to ask daddy again

how this is. End of tape.

Well like say you know we kept company

and was really going with other boys.

C. Did you go out with Isaac at all during that

10 A. Yeah that is right sure.

11 C. Do you remember the first time you met

12 A. Daddy as matter of fact really the first boys

13 what we got to know was daddy and then Uncle Isaac

14 and UflC1C Isaacs friends. And we were going out

15 you know me and the fellow what was going with

16 Uncle Isaac and she was going with Isaacs friend.

17 We were all going together. And anyway this really

18 when start you know going with father when was

19 when came back from Poland they moved away. In

20 the meanwhile you see Ann came over with Grosky you

21 see and they started to see Aaron. and oh and

22 daddy and this boy who was also from the same home

23 town so they got acquainted with Ann you know arid

24 Isaac started going with Ann. And was in Poland at

25 that time and after came back somebody then had in
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the meantime they moved out to Bad Naiheim they

werent living in Bergen. And somebody mentioned to

daddy think Uncle Aaron he came up when came

back from you know he told them Im back from

Poland and he started you know coming back to Bad

Naiheim and looked me up and then started going out

with me.

What did you use to do Like when you went out what

did you do

10 Well ovet there you was pacing whatever it was back

11 and forth or we used to go in the canteen and eat

12 you know something. At that time you had already

13 you know how Jewish people are very fast to think

14 of something to make little few dollars already

15 bringing in food and selling it you know. Like you

16 could go in little you call it restaurant it was

17 restaurant but just place that you could buy

18 something. Or we used to go to show. We already

19 had cinemas. And dancing they had dances we used to

20 go.

21 Q. You used to like dances

22 A. Yes. tell you werenbt good dancer didnt know

23 much to dance from school. But dad was swinger he

24 danced. He was good dancer.

25 Daddy used to go back and forth from Bad
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Naiheim. And finally one day he comes and tell me

that his sister going to United States and he was the

brother and said why didnt you go.

Q. You mean they had already left

A. They already left and he stayed on he said because on

account of me see. So that kind of proved to me

that he didnt go to the States on account of me so

it was you know weak start lets put it this

way. And knew that he you know he really loved

10 me could tell. So finally we decided that

11 after my girlfriend got married and left

12 BergenBelson and went to with daddy to Bad

13 Naiheim. At that time the fellow what was still here

14 and Uncle Aaron was in the states. So we kind of

15 were stayed with the fellow what you know we had

16 couple of rooms there. And daddy was there and

17 finally we decided to get married. So we went to

18 what was the name of this place we went to Rabbi

19 there by Frankfurt.

20 will never forget this think it was on

21 Friday or something like that. And we had to have

22 two witnesses you know. Then we went back to Bad

23 Naiheim and we had party in our house. We had

24 decorations rations we saved up the sugar and the

25 flour and there was German real good cook and he
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baked up beautiful you know stuff for us. And we

had people over and this was in the wedding.

Q. were you surprised that you were getting married SO

soon after the war

A. Yeah it was very hard decision for me because

really didnt know you know. used to go to bed

and pray to God that mother will come to my dreams

and tell me being advised or should you know get

married to this boy. You know things like this.

10 Because was very very young and really when

11 looked back now was really not ready what went

12 through emotionally should have waited and every

13 one of us not oniy myself because talked once to

14 doctor and he said that this was you know marriage

15 is being really got married you know because we were

16 just was lonely and he was lonely all of us were

17 just

18 Q. You were lost

19 A. We were lost we were just you know you find

20 somebody your own you know that is it. So it was

21 just different than now if would be in normal times

22 too. And of course daddy could tell that he is

23 going to make good he was good man and

24 devoted. decided that at that time told him

25 getting little old too. What was 20 19.
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Anyway this was not the way it happened. This was

the way it happened. So Bad Naiheim really was

very beautiful place.

Like say this was turning point in the

sense as far as beautiful place and coming from the

camp to little city you know was an experience

for me. And they had Jewish organization that they

had dances every month or every week dont

remember how often. We had always there cook. For

10 example you have to understand after the war our

11 people were traveled from one place to another and

12 you have to have you had to go in where to get

13 some food you couldnt you know you had to have

14 place where the Jewish people would meet. So there

15 was always kitchen and giving out you had to have

16 car to go in and get your meals. So lot of boys

17 they werent married and they had to have hot meals

18 and so on. There was place for them.

Q. Did you know the facts of life then or was like

20 getting married kind of shock for you

21 A. Well everything comes natural to you really Of

22 course you know wasnt you have to understand

23 one thing that you because in the United States that

24 you are smarter can tell you this is not the truth

25 its not true. Because our young people when go
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back and think about the high intelligence what you

had was in reading lot and boy and girl not going

to school was great in all the organizations where

give you very good background too of knowing the

history the Jewish history. Everyone know more or

less the kids going here to school about our Jewish

you know heros and so on and so on.

And always the debating. If your father

had book and then my other friend read book we

10 debated that always. If you had debate you know

11 her opinion and what she thinks and things like this

12 and so on and so on. And we had so we knew we

13 knew all about it. It wasnt anything but you see

14 it was in different way everything.

15 Q. mean your parents never told you it was something

16 you had to pick up from reading or friends

17 A. No that is right. only remember one thing when

18 got my first period and my mother said to me and was

19 always remember this it was funny she said Well

20 now you have to be careful with boys. But she never

21 explained.

22 Q. So you didnt know what she meant

23 A. Well knew what she meant. wasnt

24 Q. Well when you got married then you didnt have any

25 choice about having kids didnt know about
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contraception or means of contraception for instance

A. Yeah you had choice of if you want to sure.

0. But did you decide that you wanted to have kids right

away or was it pretty much

A. You didnt decide anything.

You just let it happen

A. That is right. And everything really like say came

too fast for most of us.

0. Yeah.

10 A. Emotionally.

11 Q. Well you had child very soon. You had me pretty

12 quick

13 A. That is right. And not prepared you know what

14 about it.

15 From this point the last tape continues

16 with discussion of family members with no relation

17 to the Holocaust.
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